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Farming Utensils, Manure, &c.
Woodbury Seavey, tools and seeds 42 58
Wm. S. Hadley, manure 4 50
G. T. Vaughan & Co., hay, rope, &c. 39 90
John W. Huntress, hens 4 50
Henry Bean, cow 42 00
Critchley & VValley, castings 2 25
C. A. Shannon, cushion, oil, &c. 3 25
J. H. Dodge, barrels 1 00,
O. Bragdon, manure 2 50
Henry Moulton, ladders 3 30
C. H. Hayes, harrow 25 00
J. P. Marden, bean poles 2 08
Frank Jones, barley 3 75
Garrett & Son, barrels, &c. 27 00
Frank Horton, mackerel 1 25














J. W. Raitt, blacksmith work
James Junkins, manure
Paul Hussey, oxen
N. K. Foss & Son, oxen
Rider & Cotton, hardware
J. H. Wells & Son, cider barrels
Lewis L. deRochmont, bull
Henry Bean, hens,
G. W. Smith, making ox yokes
H. L. deRochmont, oak plank
H. W. Seavey, repairing pieces
George Bilbruck, pig
C. D. Hanscom & Co., crockery
J. Brooks & Co., grain and manure
Daniel Littlefied, plank
George Cox & Son, beans & weighing
C. E. Boynton, manure
Almon Jenness, shoeing oxen, &c
Gilbert P. Hoyt, pasturing
Hett Bros., manure
Pryor & Matthews, shovels
EstateUriah Blaisdell, cultivator, &c.
Leach & Lydston, shoeing





..11 E OVERSEERS OF
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For the year ending December 31st, 1883.
EXPENDITURES.
Provisions.
George H. Abbott, groceries
Joshua Brooks & Co., corn and meal
City Farm, meat
Henry M. Clark, meat
Samuel Cole, fish
H. L. Garrett & Son, meat and groceries
Samuel 1". Gerrish, groceries
Alonzo K. W. Green, groceries
C. E. Hodgdon, ice
Josiah S. James, flour
James Junkins & Co., groceries
John Laighton groceries
John J. Laskey, groceries
Hiram C. Locke, tea
David J. Norton, groceries
William A. Plaisted, meal, corn, etc.
Geo. W. Randall & Son, fish
E. F. Sise & Co., salt
John H. Slater, groceries
J. W. Sowersby, crackers
J. H. Wells & Son, groceries
Clothing.
Ayers & Locke, dry goods
D. F. Borthwick, dry goods
Oren Bragdon, boots and shoes
James M. Carr, boots and shoes
E. S. Fay, coats, pants, etc.
Morris C. Foye, dry goods
W. B. Hussey, boots
J. W. Moses, jacket, vest, etc.
C. E. Myers & Co., jacket, pants, etc.

























Ayers & Locke, dry goods 27 55
Uriah Blaisdell, stove, chimneys, wicks, etc.
D. F. Borthwick, dry goods
Dearborn & Co., stove, pipe, etc.
J. H. Dodge, plates
Wm. J. Doyle, lead pipe, etc.
M. W. Earing, range covers, etc.
Mercer Goodrich, stationery
C. Dwight Hanscom & Co., crockery, etc.
C. H. Marston, dry goods
Willis G. Myers, curtain fixtures, etc.
David J. Norton, tobacco
Ellen O'Donnell, services
Pryor &: Matthews, whitewash brushes, etc.
Rider & Cotton, hardware
Sarah J. Shannon, services
William Shannon, expense to Brentwood
C. H. Sides, hack hire
John H. Slater, water pail, pork barrel
Plummer Spinney, teaming
John P. Sweetser, furnishing goods
John S. Tilton, repairing harness
Geo. T. Vaughan & Co., hardware
A. T. Walker & Sons, soap, oil, etc.
J. Albert Walker, lime
John H. Wells & Son, brooms, etc.
Fuel for Almshouse.
Stephen Marden, hard wood
E. F. Sise & Co., coal
J. E. Stoddard, pine wood
C. E. Walker & Co., coal
Physician and Hospital Stores
H. F. Clark, salary and medicine
R. C. Grant, " "
D. W.Jones, "
David Kimball & Co., medicines
Andrew P. Preston, medicines
Superintendent.
William Shannon 400 00
Out-Door Pensioners.
George II. Abbott, groceries 597 43
J. F. Adams, funeral expenses 31 00
S. K. Batchelder, hack hire 2 50
76S
R. H. Beacham & Son, horse hire 6 oo
Oren Bragdon, boots 3 00
Anna Carlton, labor 3 00
H. F, Clark, medicines 20 55
E. W. Cochrane, hack hire 9 00
Franklin Cole, exp'se conv'g insane to Concord 26 20
Thomas Entwistle, fare of vagrants 85 35
Fletcher & Tanton, funeral expenses 61 50
James W. Goodwin, board of vagrant 1 50
R. C. Grant, medicines 28 95
Alonzo K. W. Green, groceries 131 00
Addie L. Grover, care of pensioners 9 10
H. S. Hartshorn, meat 5 49
Samuel G. Hooper, groceries 23 00
William H. Horn, watching 3 00
Newton Johnston, exp. conv'g insane to Concord 7 So
D. W. Jones, medicines 57 5°
James Junkins & Co., groceries 383 38
David Kimball & Co., medicines 66 6S
John J. Laskey, groceries 388 40
Andrew McKenney, hauling dead body 2 00
Mrs. John H. Morrill, nursing 20 00
David J. Norton, groceries 403 84
J. W. Parsons, examination insane person 2 00
Pearson Bros., meat 14 33
Frank Pearson, meat 6 16
Andrew P. Preston, medicines 6 70
Rider & Cunningham, clothing 5 00
Charles A. Shannon, expense to Brentwood . 1 65
J. F. Shannon, convey'g pensioners to Brentwood 2 00
A. B. Sherburne, medical services 10 00
William H. Smart, meat •• 69 18
W. H. Smith, expense to Dover 6 05
Lewis E. Staples, bed spreads 2 50
Mrs. Charles Stewart, nursing 20 00
John Stringer, board of pensioner 82 50
J. H. Thacher, medicines 20 50
John S. Treat, fares of vagrants 1 60
C. H. Tucker, groceries 8 84
Daniel J. Vaughan, cash paid pensioners 764 15
Amanda Walker, watching 4 50
John H. Wells & Son, groceries 202 18 .
S. C. Whittier, medical services 2 00
3609 or
Less received from County Commissioners




William Shannon 18 oo
Rec'd from City Treas., C. S. Toppan donation iS oo
Fuel for Out-door Pensioners.
William P. Gardner, sawing wood 34 50
O. F. Philbrick & Co., coal 60 00
J. Rand, wood 16 00
F. W. Rogers, surveying wood 6 20
Benjamin Russell, coal 42 00
E. F. Sise & Co., coal « 40 88
Street Department, hauling and sawing wood 108 95
C. E. Walker & Co., coal and wood 391 16
J. Albert Walker, coal 106 ri
Samuel Whidden, wood 3 00
Albion Wilson, wood 6 25
815 05
Celebration Emancipation Proclamation.
C. Dwight Hanscom & Co., use of ware 1 60
John L. Ra*ndall, coffee, sugar, etc. 351
Frank W. Rice, oysters 5 §5
William Sewall, hauling table 1 50
Union Band, music 12 00
24 46
Less rec'd from City Treas., int. on Austin fund 24 46
Insane.
Joseph P. Morse, guardian, care of insane person 97 50
Secretary.
D. J. Vaughan 60 00
Total Expenditures 7200 iS
RECEIPTS.
Received for board at Almshouse 256 25
Balance account of William Shannon I223 °6




Balance paid to City Treasurer 279 13
JOHN S. TREAT, Mayor.
AUGUSTUS WALDEN, ^ n
CHARLES F. WELLS, I Overmen
GEORGE IT. ABBOTT, f „ %





SUPERINTENDENT AND OVERSEERS OF THE POOR









intendent sf the Almshouse S; City Farm.
December 31st, 1883.
To the Mayor and Board of Overseers:
Gentlemen : I respectfully report that the whole number
of persons admitted to the Almshouse the past year is 17.
Largest number of inmates 43
Smallest " " - 34
Average " "' 37
Present " " 35
—of whom 1 is over 90 years of age ; 6 between 70 and 80;
3 between 60 and 70 ; 3 between 50 and 60 ; 4 between 40
and 50 ; 4 between 30 and 40 ; 5 between 20 and 30 ; 4 be-
tween 10 and 20; 5 under 10.





Portsmouth Almshouse, December 31, 1SS3.
RECEIPTS AND EXPENDITURES
UNDER THE SUPERVISION OF
THE MAYOR AND BOARD OF ALDERMEN,
For the year ending December 31st, 1883.
EXPENDITURES.
State Tax.
Paid Solon A. Carter, State Treasurer 1640000
County Tax.
Paid Winthrop N. Dow, County Treasurer 20675 74.
City Debt.
Paid City Bonds Nos. 148, 149, 150, 151,
152, 153 6000 00
Paid City Bonds Nos. 60, 63, 68, 69, 70,
71, 72,73, 74, 75, 81,82, 83, 84,85,86, 87 17000 00
Paid City Bonds Nos. 76, 77, 78, 79, 80 2500 00
25500 00
Interest.
Paid Coupons 7797 5°
" Interest on Haven fund 83 40
" " Jones fund 30 00
" " temporary loan 732 Si
Less received interest on deposits 95 36 8643 71
" " " " taxes 32 92 1 28 28
Salaries.
John S. Treat, Mayor 500 00
D. J. Vaughan, City Clerk 1000 00
Charles E. Batchelder, Police Justice 600 00
Thomas Entwistle, City Marshal 700 00
Wallace Hackett, City Solicitor 407 37
William E. Hadley, City Treasurer 175 00
William F. Ham, Street Commissioner 377 42
Robert King, Street Commissioner 222 5S
Stephen L. Marston, Chief Engineer 126 00
Willard Sears, Chief Engineer 74 00
s5*5 43
14
James L. Parker, City Messenger
Robert E. Rich, Clerk Common Council
.James A. N. Rugg, Clerk Common Council
Pay-roll of Assessors of Taxes, two years
Pay-roll of Overseers of the Poor
Streets.
Frank Allen, labor
George W. Ayers, labor
Oliver Ayers, pasturing horse
Floron Barri, man and horse
R. C. Bartlett, labor
R. H. Beacham & Son, teams
E. Bean, labor
William Bell, labor
Estate Uriah Blaisdell, brooms
Alfred P. Blnke, labor
John W. Blake, labor
Jasper Boss, man and horse
Eben F. Brackett, labor




Nicholas J. Campbell, labor
Estate Benjamin Canney, jigger
John W. Caswell, man and horse
William Caswell, labor
Hiram Chase, man and horse
City Farm, hay and labor
Clement G. Clark, labor
William Clark, man and horse
Edwin W. Clough, man and horse
Elijah Clough, man and horse
George A. Clough, man and horse
E. W. Cochrane, teams
Peter Collins, man, boy and horse






Eastern Railroad Co., freight
James O. Evans, labor
Leonard Evans, man and horse
William Y. Evans, labor





Harry T. Freeman, man and horse
Andrew M. Gardner, man and horse
William P. Gardner, labor
James Garland, labor
Charles Gilbert, labor
Edward S. Gove, man and horse
George W. W. Gove, man and horse
Henry D. Gray, labor
San Juan Gray, labor
Walter S. Gray, labor
Gardner J. Greenleaf, weighing
Allen Greenough, stone
Michael H. Gregg, labor
Michael J. Griffin, labor
Joseph O. Ham, man and horse, hay
Oliver W. Ham, man and horse
Robert M. Ham, man, boy and horse
William F. Ham, use of horse, stone
Robert Harrington, labor
William A. Hodgdon, labor
A. C. Hoyt, surveying
Josiah W. Hussey, labor
George Hutchings, labor
John B. Hutchings, labor
Jackeon & Co., express
Alvah Jelleson, labor
Mark L.Jenkins, man and horse
Almon Jenness, labor
Clarence A. Jenness, labor
John W. Johnson, man and horse
Enoch Jones, labor
Samuel Jones, labor
Kendall and Roberts, crusher chills
Robert King, expenses
Jonn Laighton, oil, etc.
C. F. Larrabee, repairing harness
John J. Laskey, hame fasteners
Leach & Lydston, shoeing horses
Timothy Leary, labor
John F. Leavitt, boy and horse









Patrick Mahoney, man and horse
Charles Manent, labor
Leonard Manson, man and horse
Stephen Marden, man and horse
Joseph L. Martin, labor
B. S. Mathes, blacksmithing
Robert Matthews, labor
Richard May, labor
John McCarty, man and horse
Daniel McDonald, labor
John Meads, labor
Miller & Furber, repairs
S. H. Mills, repairs
Gideon Moran, labor
Stacy G. Moran, labor
Thomas G. B. Moulton, labor
Jerry Murphy, labor
Joseph E. Nash, labor
Charles A. Neal, labor
Frank H. Neal, labor
Fred P. Newman, labor
John O'Conner, labor
Timothy O'Leary, labor
Charles R. Oxford, man and horse
Thomas D. Palmer, labor
John Parnham, labor
George H. Pickering, labor
George Pierce, labor
William A. Plaisted, grain
Edward Plumer, labor
Portsmouth Aqueduct, water
Portsmouth Gas Light Co., gas
Frank Powell, labor
Pryor & Matthews, hardware
J. W. Raitt, blacksmithing
Ezekiel C. Rand, labor




Rider & Cotton, hardware
W.J. Sampson, & Co., painting
Woodbury Seavey, tools
William Sewall, man and horse
Ira C. Seymour, blacksmithing
John Shannon, man, boy and horse





Michael Sheridan, man and horse
William Shuttleworth, labor, stone
E. F. Sise & Co., coal and salt





John P. Sweetser, repairs
Samuel Taylor, labor
John Teague, labor
John S. Tilton, harness and impairs
Morris Tobin, labor
A. S. Trafton & Son, blacksmithing
George A. Trafton, blacksmithing
T. A. Tucker, saw-filing
George W. Twombly, labor
John Twombly, labor
David Urch, tolls
G. T. Vaughan & Co., hardware
Joseph Wain, labor
A. Shaw Waldron, labor
J. Albert Walker, cement
Clement M. Waterhouse, labor
Samuel Webber, labor
Warren P. Webster, labor
Cornelius Wetherell, labor
Isaac Wetherell, labor
Charles Wiggin, man and horse
Horace M. Wiggin, horse-shoeing
Charles Woods, man and horse
James S. Woods, man, horse and labor
John Woods, man, horse and labor
George Wright, labor
J. R. Yeaton & Co., powder and fuse
Fred C. Young, labor
37 5°
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Samuel C. Berry, man and horse
Fred J. Boss, man and horse
Joseph Boss, man and horse
Ira Brown, man and horse
Nicholas Campbell, labor
Levi Carkin, man'and horse
Addison Carrol, man and horse
Albion S. Carroll, man and horse
Henry D. Carroll, labor
B. T. Chamberlain, man and horse
Hiram Chase, man and horse
Edward Clough, man and horse
Elijah Clough, man and horse
George L. Clough, labor
Peter Collins, man and horse
Patrick Dailey, man and horse
William H. Dennett, man and horse
Oscar L. Dorr, labor
Ephraim Downing, labor
John VV. Downing, labor
James O. Evans, labor
Leonard Evans, man and horse
Bartholomew Flynn, man, oxen, horse
Michael Foley, labor
Dyer Foss, man and horse
Charles»P. Foster, man and horse
Fiank E. Foster, labor
GeorgeJtL Fuller, labor
Mrs. Joseph Fuller, labor
Andrew Gardner, man, oxen, horse
Andrew M. Gardner, man and horse
Frank P. Garland, man and horse
Allen Greenough, man, oxen, horse
Josiah Grover, man and horse
Alfred H. Ham, labor
Benjamin Ham, labor i
Joseph Ham, labor
Robert M. Ham, man and horse
Charles A. Hammond, man and horse
Samuel Hanscom, man and horse
Charles H. Hayes, man, oxen, horse
Charles E. Hodgdon, man, oxen, horse
John A. Hodgon, man and horse
Mrs. Mary P. Hodgdon, man and horse
Tohn Holmes, labor
William P. Israel, man, oxen, horse
Edmund James & Son, labor
Mark L. Jenkins, man and horse
A. D. Jenness, man and horse
9 oo
19
John W. Johnson, man and horse
Aaron Lang, labor
Thomas M. Lang, man and horse
Charles Mace, labor
Patrick Mahoney, man and horse
Charles Main, man and horse
Alfred Marden, labor
Frank E. Marden, man and horse
George W. Marden, labor
John Marden, man and horse
John C. Marden. man and horse
Joseph P. Marden, man, oxen, horse
Robert Marden, labor
Stephen Marden, man and horse
N. G. Mason, man, oxen, horse
William McCallin, man and horse
Daniel McCarty, man and horse
Charles H. Miller, labor
William Moses, man and horse
Charles Muchmore, labor
George A. Murray, man and horse
Frank Norton, labor
Eben S. Odiorne, man, oxen, horse
Mrs. Simeon Odiorne, man and horse
Auren Otis, man and horse
Benjamin Pearson, labor
Horace W. Pearson, labor
Charles E. Pender, labor
George A. Perkins, man and horse
Ephraim Pickering, labor
Gee Pickering, man, oxen, horse
George H. Pickering, labor
Albert M. Pray, man and horse
Alonzo Rand, man and oxen
John S. Rand, man and horse
Rider & Cotton, nails
Ann M. Roach, labor
S. A. Schurman, man and horse
James S. Seavey, man and horse
Solomon Seymour, man and horse
John W. Shannon, labor
Albert Shedd, man and horse
Andrew Sherburne, man and oxen
Frank Sherburne, man and horse
William Shuttleworth, man and horse
Andrew J. Sides, man and horse
D. H. Spinney, man and horse
George A. Trafton, blacksmithing
Benjamin Tripp, man and horse
850
20
Edward Tucker, man and oxen
John Twombley, labor
Albert C. Warburton, labor
George S. Webber, man and horse
James Welsh, man and horse
Charles S. Whidden,
Horace D. Whidden, man and horse
Langdon Whidden, man and horse
Samuel H. Whidden, labor, gravel
S. S. Whidden, man, oxen, horse
Charles T. Wiggin, man and horse
Thomas Wiggin, man and horse
Edward Wolcott, man and horse
John Woods, man and horse
J. R. Yeaton & Co., powder and fuse
Bridges.
Nathan F. Amee, labor
Charles W. Bailey, surveying plank
R. H. Beacham & Son, team
John H. Broughton, lumber
Ezekiel Burns, labor
A. A. Fernald, lumber
Charles L. Glines, labor
John H. Lawry, care of gates
Daniel Littlefield, lumber
Toseph L. Martin, labor
L. E. Martin, labor
John E. Milton, labor
Pryor & Matthews, hardware
Reuben Rand, labor
Rider & Cotton, spikes
John Stringer, labor
John S. Tuckerman, labor
G. T. Vaughan & Co., hardware
Sidewalks.
William F. Batten, labor
A. A. Fernald, lumber
William P. Gardner, labor
David Mahoney, labor
H. A. Mathes, brick




Isaac Wetherell, labor 11962
George Wright, labor 18S 50
105 1 82
Less rec'd of Street Commissioner and others 319 66
Sewers.
Wright Bancroft, labor
William F. Batten, labor
Alfred P. Blake, labor
John W. Blake,Uabor
John H. Broughton, cement and plank
Ezekiel Burns, labor
Thomas E. Call & Son, lumber
H. W. Clapp & Co., caps and traps
James Donovan, labor
Daniel Earing, labor
A. A. Fernald, lumber
Michael Foley, labor
Walter S. Gray, labor
George Hutchings, labor
John B. Hutchings, labor
Jeremiah Long, labor
H. A. Mathes, brick
Timothy O'Leary, labor
Thomas D. Palmer, labor
John Parnham, labor






A. B. Trefethen, labor
Amos H. Twombley, labor









Ernest W. Bowditch, services and plans
Eastern Railroad Co., rent
George F. Thompson, use of steamer
Less received for rent
Street Lights.
James Broughton, carting
C. H. Clough, lighting
F. B. Coleman, alcohol
William P. Gardner, lighting
Wallace H. Gove, lighting
Oliver W. Ham, lighting and thawing
C. D. Hanscom & Co., lanterns, etc.
George Hutchings, lighting and thawing
A. D. Jenness, lighting
Peter William Neal, lighting
Portsmouth Gas Light Co., gas, etc.
Levi W. Pryor, lighting and thawing
J. W. Raitt, repairs
Alfred Stavers, oil
John P. Sweetser, repairs
James T. Trafton, lighting




Lewis W. Brewster, inspector's notice
James Broughton, carting
John H. Broughton, cement and sand
Marcellus BurVord, labor
Walter L. Chesley, taking statistics
City of Boston, police services
H. F. Clark, returning births and deaths
J. A. Cummings & Co., stationery
Dearborn & Co., repairing stoves
William H. Dennett, hacks
William H. Dunn, inspector check-lists
Thomas Entwistle, expense of witnesses
Bartholomew Falvey, labor
Mrs. Richard Fitzgerald injuries
Fletcher & Tanton, bedsteads, etc.
N. L. Folsom, returning births and deaths
Harry J- Freeman, use of ward room
John T. French, setting glass
Joseph H. Gardiner, clerk of inspectors
William P. Gardner, care of ward room, labDr 28 00
Mercer Goodrich, stationery
James W. Goodwin, dinners
A. K. W. Green, pails, etc.
Josiah Grover, painting
W. E. Hadley, expenses tax sales, etc.
J. F. Hall, returning births and deaths
H. H. Ham, care of city clocks
John K. A. Hanson, labor
William S. Hazel, clerk ward 4
Charles E. Hodgdon, ice
Phineas D. Hoitt, labor
William H. Hudson, labor
Henry Jenkins, mat
D. W. Jones, returning births and deaths
W. O. Junkins, returning births and deaths
Robert King, labor
S. H. Kingsbury, clerk ward 2
Oliver M Knight, stationery
George S. Leach, Inspector check-lists, &c.
Daniel Littlefield, lumber
David Mahoney, labor
Frank E. Marden, taking statistics
James W. Marden, labor
H. A. Martin, Inspector check-lists
Miller & Furber, labor and stock
D. H. Montgomery, picture frame
Moses Bros., Boston Journal
J. C. Muchmore, care of pump
Willis G. Myers, stationery
4
24
Joseph E. Nash, labor
J. W. Odell, returning births and deaths
John J. Odiorne, judgment
Charles E. Page, bounty on crows
James L. Parker, labor
J. W. Parsons, returning births and deaths
Pay-roll of bell-ringers
George W. Pendexter, expenses
O. F. Philbrick & Co., coal and wood
Portsmouth Aqueduct water
Portsmouth Gas Light Co., gas
Post Office, box rent and stamps
Pryor & Matthews, hardware
Alexander L. Rand, taking statistics, &c.
John D. Randall, list of committees
Rider & Cotton, halliards, use of flag
James A. N. Rugg, clerk Ward i
Russell & Odion, coal
W.J. Sampson & Co., painting
James S. Seavey, care of pump
Charles A. Shannon, tax sales
Andrew Sherburne, use of well
A. B. Sherburne, returning births and deaths
E. F. Sise & Co., coal
John Sise, insurance
F. T. Slater, bounty on crows
State Industrial School, board, etc.
Charles Stewart, labor
H. A. Tarlton, labor
John Teague, labor
George F. Thompson, dinners
John S. Treat, expenses
A. Tredick & Co., duster
Abbie W. Tucker, damages
D.J. Vaughan, clerk of assessors, expenses, &C.137 65
G. T. Vaughan & Co., hardware
R. H. W^aldron, inspector check-lists
Susan B. Walton, accident
James A. Waterhouse, inspector check-lists
A. P. Wendell & Co., hardware
Western Union Telegraph Co., ash counter




Anderson & Junkins, labor and stock
John Blake, labor
John H. Broughton, lumber
E. W. Cochrane, team
Dearborn & Co., repairs
Albert H. Entwistle, labor
William J. Fraser, labor and stock
John T. French, sash cord
A. T. Goodrich, carting
Mercer Goodrich, stationery
C. B. Green, labor
George Hayes, labor
George Humphreys, labor
Miller & Furber, labor and stock
Timothy O'Leary, labor
Oxford & Johnston, sand
Portsmouth Academy, rent
Pryor & Matthews, hardware
W.J. Sampson & Co., painting
James S. Seavey, setting glass
John F. Shillaber, impairs
Joseph Spinney, labor
Joshua Stackpole, labor
John P. Sweetser, repairs
John Teague, labor
G. T. Vaughan, & Co., hardware
M. J. & W. A. Vaughan, painting
John H. Wells, repairs
A. P. Wendell & Co., bolt
20S9 70
Repairs at Almshouse and Other City Buildings.
Anderson & Junkins, labor and stock
John W. Blake, labor
Ira W. Brock, labor
John H. Broughton, lumber
Dearborn & Co., repairing stove
William H. Deverson, labor
A. A. Fernald, lumber
Frye & Co., express, &c.
Walter S. Gray, labor,
George Hayes, labor
George Humphreys, labor
L. N. Hurd, labor and stock
Joseph L. Martin, labor
L. E. Martin, labor




Pryor & Matthews, hardware
J. W. Raitt, blaeksmithing
Charles A. Ridge, labor
W. |. Sampson & Co., painting
Ira C. Seymour, blaeksmithing
John F. Shillaber, repairing
Joseph Spinney, labor
Steam Fire Engine Co. No. 2, settees
John P. Sweetser, labor and stock
A. B. Trefethen, labor aud stock
M. J. & W. A. Vaughan, painting
George Wright, labor
Police.
Robert Anderson, witness fee
Ayers & Locke, blankets
R. H. Beacham & Son, use of buggy
Mrs. Samuel Blatchford, witness fee
Boston & Northern Telephone Co.
Marcellus Buftbrd, special justice
Chronicle & Gazette Publishing Co., notice
H. F. Clark, medical attendance
Franklin Cole, Assistant Marshal
John A. Cornelius, plumbing
Dearborn & Co., repairs
John Dyer, blaeksmithing
Andrew H. Edmunds, witness fee
Charles E. Fernald, witness fee
Fletcher & Tanton, furniture, &c.
Melvin C. Gould, witness fee
Charles A. C. Gray, Assistant Marshal
William H. Hackett, special justice
George W. Ham, witness fee
A. A. Hanscom, notice
D. W. Jones, medical attendance
Patrick Kecfe, witness fee
Oliver M. Knight, stationery
John Laighton. bread, pails, etc.
Edwin H. Leslie, witness fee
J. B. Locke, witness fee
James W. Marden, witness fees
John Marr, witness fee
Peter William Neal, labor
N. E. Telephone Co.
Mary E. Odiorne, witness fee




Portsmouth Gas Light Co., gas
Post Office, stamps
Pryor & Matthews, hand-cuffs, etc.
Mrs. P. Quinlan, witness fee
Ira C. Seymour, blacksmithing
Guy Shannon, witness fee
John F. Shillaber, repairs
Frank Sides, witness fee
E. F. Sise & Co., coal
John H. Slater, bread, fish, etc.
James A. Snow, witness fees
Alfred Stavers, blankets
John P. Sweetser, hose, pails, etc.
Samuel Taylor, witness fee
Morris Tobin, witness fees and labor
T. A. Tucker, repairs
Edwin Underhill, witness fees
G. T. Vaughan & Co., lanterns, sponge, etc.
Joshua M. Vaughan, witness fees
Richard I. Walden, complaints and warrants
J. Albert Walker, coal
Henry Wallace, witness fee
Joseph B. White, Assistant Marshal
James S. Wood, wood
Street Department, board of horse




George II. Abbott, broom 65
American Fire Hose Mfg. Co., pipe, hose, 31 85
George W. Ayers, ringing bell 20 00
R. H. Beacham & Son, teams 3 50
Charles H. Besselievre, labor 1 25
James Broughton, hauling 59 35
Augustus K. Brown, hauling 20 00
Chronicle & Gazette Publishing Co., notice 3 00
Critchley & Whalley, repairs 276 69
John Dyer, repairs 1 c;o
Eastern Railroad Company, freight 6 61
Frye & Co., express 1 00
William H. Gardner, labor, watching 3 ^o
William P. Gardner, ringing bell 8 00
H. L. Garrett & Son, sundries 16 90
Mercer Goodrich, roll-book 5 00
San Juan Gray, labor 1 50
Walter S. Gray, labor 8 00
M. H. Gregg, labor 5 00
William E. Grogan, labor 3 00
H. H. Ham, jr., repairing clock 1 ^o
Oliver W. Ham, hauling 28 00
A. A. Hanscom, notice 2 00
Fred B. Haraden, labor 1 00
John A. Haraden, labor and stock 22 03
Hett Brothers, hauling 113 20
Michael Hoffman, labor 2 00
J. H. Hutchinson, repairing clock 2 =;o
Jackson & Co., express 25
Alvah Jelleson, watching 2 00
Abram A. Johnson, labor 1 20
C. F. Larrabee, repairing hose 19 20
Charles E. Leach, labor 5 50
Manchester Locomotive Works, valves &c, 30 24
Charles Manent, labor 1 50
Joshua B. Marston, labor, 19 90
Charles N. Merrill, labor 29 17
B. F. Mugridge, refreshments 6 00
Charles A. Neal, labor 3 50
James L. Parker, sundries 90
F. Herbert Peverly, ringing bell 7 00
O. F. Philbrick & Co., coal and wood 127 26
Portsmouth Aqueduct, water 60 00
Portsmouth Gas Light Co., gas 135 53
Portsmouth Machine Co., repairs 159 S7
Levi W. Pryor, ringing bell 12 00
Pryor & Matthews, hardware 2 65
Charles S. Randall, labor 1 50
William B. Randall, services 4 30
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Charles A. Ridge, watching
F. W. Rogers, use of reservoir
Ryan Brothers, hose carriage
W.J. Sampson & Co., painting
Ira C. Seymour, repairs
Solomon Seymour, ringing bell
Sheldon Brothers, repairing desk
John F. Shillaber, keys
E. F. Sise & Co., coal
John H. Slater, supplies
Delhi Spinney, hauling
Oliver C. Stacey, services
Alfred Stavers, rubber coats
John E. Sullivan, care of reservoir
John P. Sweetser, lanterns, labor, etc.,
J. H. Thacher, soda, vitriol,
John S. Tilton, repairing hose, etc.,
Morris Tobin, labor
John S. Treat, radiator
G. T. Vaughan & Co., hardware
C. E. Walker & Co., wood and coal
J. Albert Walker, coal
Samuel Webber, labor
Warren P. Webster, labor
Street Department, hauling engines
Less received from Eastern Railroad Co. for
use of Steam Fire Engine
New Hook and Ladder Carriage.
Ryan Brothers J 55° °°
Eastern Railroad Company, freight 13 00
Printing.
Lewis W. Brewster








John M. Campbell, services,
H. F. Clark, services
Daniel Danielson, services
R. C. Grant, services
A. A. Hanscom, notices
Hett Brothers, removing debris
D. W. Jones, services
32 00
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Portsmouth and Dover Railroad.
Paid coupons on City Bonds 20634 °°
Paid Interest 2 57







Rent of Spring Market
" Store Pleasant street
" Store City building
" Out house
" Landing: foot of Daniel street
From Town of Newington, school tax
For Licenses
For gas at south ward room
From sale city bonds
From State Insurance Tax
From Railroad Tax
From Savings Bank Tax
Unexpended balance P. & D. R. R.















Which balance is as follows :
Charles A. Shannon's Account, 1S73 10^ 1^
" " " 1874 8l & 01
William E. Hartley's " 1881 2S7 46
" " " 1S82 835 59
" 18S3 9903 93
William E. Hartley, Treasurer, cash on hand
and on deposit J 95^9 54
Real Estate sold for Taxes, unredeemed 79°9 l 5 /
Due from United States, assignments of
bounties to volunteers J 95 29 60
5895S 43










Legacy of Mary Clark
Legacy of Horace A. Haven
Mayor Toppan's Donation
Mayor Jones 1 Donation
Legacy of Daniel Austin
Interest due on City Debt
Due on unpaid bills
134372 79
Add Bonds issued to pay for 3440 shares in P. & D. R. R.,




For the year ending December 31,1 883.
Real Estate.
City Farm, 170 acres 20000 00
City Almshouse and other buildings on City Farm 32000 00
Court House and land
City Hall
Spring Market, land and water privilege
Plains land
Ward building on Elm street
Ward building and School room on Water street
Ward building and School room on State street
Gravel lot, South road 600 00
" Greenland road 400 00
" Lafayette road 1000 00
750 00
Sherburne road 450 00
" Sagamore road 400 00
Powder Magazine and land 600 00
City Pound 100 00
Muck lot, North road 175 00
Pest Island 500 00












School Houses and Land.
High Daniel street 23800 00
Bartlett, School street 3500 00
Franklin, North street 6000 00
Woodbury, Gravelly Ridge 2500 00
Cabot street 8200 00
Plains 500 00
Haven, South School street 12000 00
Lafayette road 1200 00
Walker, Hanover street 10000 00
Spalding, Cambridge street 3500 00
71200 00
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Store, Pleasant street, and land
Brick Engine House, Court street
Engine House State street
Wooden Engine House and Hose Tower,
Court street









Stock on City Farm, including farming utensils,
provisions, clothing, furniture
Furniture at City Rooms
" Court House
" Academy
Street horse, carts, harnesses, tools, etc.
Stone crusher and steam engine
200 tons stone for crusher
Scales, weights and measures
Drain pipe
3440 shares of Portsmouth and Dover R. R. at par
7103
MAYOR'S ADDRESS.
Gentlemen of the City Council:
In entering' upon this, a second term of office, I may be
pardoned the expression of a sense of high indebtedness to my
fellow citizens, for the exceedingly complimentary bestowal of
confidence with which I have again been honored at their
hands, and on looking around and seeing so many familiar
faces, it seems as if our constituents were not far from satisfied
with the manner in which the affairs of the city have been
conducted during the past year, and I trust in the future, as in
the past, that all our deliberations will be pleasant and harmo-
nious, and in the end that the results will be satisfactory to all
our citizens.
As our financial condition is of the utmost importance, in
which all are interested, I would state that during the year
great care has been exercised to keep within the appropria-
tions, and our chief aim should always be to make them suffi-
cient for all expenditures in the different departments. The
appropriations for 1S82 were inadequate, consequently a de-
fiiciency bill was passed, the amount of which, with other un-
foreseen expenses, had to be added to the appropriations for
1S83, which again wei'e made larger by the fact that the Saga-
more and Christian Shore bridges, and many of the city build-
ings were in need of repairs. To accomplish this, $3800 more
were appropriated than in 1882. For these and other reasons
there was a considerable increase in the rate of taxation this
year, and our total bonded indebtedness, aside from the bonds
issued to pay for the Portsmouth & Dover R. R., for which
the city holds its shares, was on the 31st day of last December,
$134,000. On the first of last April there fell due $19,500 of
the city debt incurred in 1853, and it was proposed to sell a
part of the city farm above what was needed for agricultural
purposes, to meet the sum required for the payment of these
bonds. This project I favored, knowing the utter inability of
city governments to compete successfully with private individ-
uals in any pursuit. Considerable time was spent in obtaining
statistics as to the production of the land, but the council were
not inclined to pass the requisite ordinance necessary for its
sale. Another proposed measure was to sell a portion
of the P. & D. R. R. stock owned by the city which would
bring a premium in the market. The objection to this
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course was that we were still liable to pay 6 per cent, on our
indebtedness for the stock, while new bonds could be negotiated
at 4 per cent. Should this stock be sold in anticipation of the
maturity of the bonds issued for its purchase and payable in
1S93, a sinking fund should be established jso that at the ma-
turity of the bonds, payment might be made from the sale of
shares. This could be accomplished by the establishment of
a board of commissioners, who should have such legal control
of the proceeds of the shares as would prevent the use of the
money for any other purpose. Sales made from time to time
and the whole indebtedness provided for without any loss to
the city. The amount of debt, $6,000, which falls due in
September, was provided for in the appropriation of this year.
In common with many of our New England cities, situated
upon tide water, we are troubled to a great extent with our
sewerage, the presence of which makes itself felt by its dis-
agreeable odors. Some of these cities have spent immense
sums of money in the attempt to overcome this difficulty, but
the cases of success are rare indeed. The effluvia of the North
Pond, unpleasant as it may be to our sensitive nostrils, is by
no means the worst in our section of the country, and engen-
ders no disease. The conformation of our city is such that
much of our sewerage must find an outlet through the North
and South ponds, and it has been my endeavor to discover
some way whereby without the expenditure of a large amount
of money, we could obtain this end. I have called in the as-
sistance of one of the best sanitary engineers in this country,
who has submitted various plans for the eradication of the
evil, but all these plans call for time, patience, and money.
Last April the city obtained from the Eastern railroad the
lease of the North pond, since which time the gates have been
kept open and the purity of the water largely increased, and
I now think that should a series of traps and filters with a
canal extending beyond the E. R. R. round house be adopted,
we would soon rid ourselves of its disagreeable odors, and its
beautiful scenery be preserved as of yore.
The large extent of territory embraced in our streets, even
with the utmost economy, annually calls for the expenditure
of a good deal of money. Still when we think of the large
amount of travel to which they are subjected and the stringen-
cy of the laws in case of accidents occurring upon them, I am
sure you will see the necessity of maintaining them in their
present excellent condition. The extensive repairs made upon
them the past year have been thorough, and as a consequence
the results will be lasting. And believing that in the very
near future our city is destined to be one of the first watering
places in this country, I think we should use our utmost en-
deavors 1o hasten that time, and certainly good roads, and
streets well shaded, graded, and lighted, and some of the many
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places with which our city abounds—beautified—would do
much to forward that time—and to this end I would suggest
that a small amount each year be appropriated to establish
such desirable and attractive spots in various portions of our
city. These places or small Parks, as you might see fit to call
them, named perhaps after some of our honored citizens,
would be in time a source of pleasure to ourselves and sum-
mer visitors.
During the past year $1600 was appropriated for a new
Hook & Ladder truck, the old one having been pronounced
only unserviceable but unsafe ; and the apparatus of our Fire
Department, after receiving the same, will be in excellent con-
dition. The Vaughan street fire fully demonstrated the ef-
ficiency of the department, and that the care which the city
has ever had for its firemen was not misplaced, for had it not
been for their almost superhuman exertions the central portion
of our city would to-day be a blackened ruin. That their ef-
forts are appreciated no one who has heard the encomiums
passed since that conflagration can have a doubt.
Twelve years ago this department managed a Firemen's
Muster to which a vast concourse of firemen from the different
sections of New England gathered, and it proved not only a
very enjoyable occasion to this department but to fhe people of
our city. A repetition of this pleasure is in anticipation the
last of this month, and I feel safe in saying that they will re-
ceive all necessary encouragement from our citizens to make it
a grand success. The indications point to an immense gather-
ing of people, and the well known hospitality of our city must
again be extended, as every resource will be taxed to its fullest
capacity to provide for the feeding and lodging of those who
favor us with their presence in order to see our city with its
numerous attractions on that occasion.
The horses which are worked by the street department are
vised to draw the engines to fires. These horses are nearly
useless for the purpose, the grays having jlbeen purchased too
young to stand the hard work to which they have been sub-
jected, and bays from age and other causes ; and although they
might continue to do some work on the streets, yet in case of
a fire both pairs are too uncertain to be depended on. I would
recommend their sale, and that two pairs of sound, serviceable
horses, suited for the work required of them, be purchased in
their stead.
The street lights in the outskirts of the city have given en-
tire satisfaction, and all the old oil lamps with chimneys will
soon be replaced with the new tubular street lanterns. The
expense of these lights, as compared with ones burning gas, is
comparatively small, and the results equally good ; and the
matter has suggested itself to me whether or no t it would be
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economy to adopt such lights in place of those burning gas ;
this matter I will also leave for your consideration.
Our system of free and universal education is the glory of
our country, and upon its continuance rests the permanence
and stability of our free institutions. No money expended
gives better returns than that spent for the education of our
youth. For statistics and the condition of our schools I will
refer you to the full and comprehensive reports of the different
committees of the Board of Instruction.
The furnishing of relief to the poor is committed to the
Board of Overseers, and the expense should be cheerfully
borne. Private benevolence is constantly at work in our city
relieving the necessities of those whom misfortune has over-
taken, but public charity must also come to the rescue of the
friendless and helpless, and give medicines to the sick and
warmth and comfort for the alleviation of their bodily wants.
While no unusual demands were made upon this department
during the past year, the necessary expenditures were large,
and form a considerable item of the appropriation bill.
Our Police Force during the past year has been decreased by
the discharge of one of the assistant marshals, whose place we
have never attempted to fill, feeling that possibly a saving
might thus be made to the city ; consequently the duties of the
force have been largely augmented, and I would say that their
increased duties have ever been performed cheerfully, and I
think satisfactorily. Robberies have not been frequent, and in
most cases the perpetrators have been brought to justice.
In conclusion I will only ask your hearty co-operation in
so conducting the affairs of the city as shall best promote
its welfare and prosperity ; this course consistently followed
cannot fail to meet the approbation of our constituents.
CITY GOVERNMENT, 1883-4.
Hon. JOHN S. TREAT, Mayor.
Aldermen-
Ward 1—William R. Martin, Ward 2—Alfred Stavers,
George W. Green, Albert C. Anderson,
Willard J. Sampson. William H. Hackett.
Ward 3—John W. Caswell. Ward 4—James Janvrin,
Benjamin Atwell.
D. J. VAUGHAN, City Clekk.
Common Councilmen.
ALBERT R. JUNKINS, Pkesidext.
Ward 1—Charles H. Clough, Ward 2—James M. Jarvis.
John II. Rose, " Moses Plummer,
("has. W. Dennett, William G. Billings,
Joshua M. Bickford, Albert R. Junkins,
Wilbur L. Davis, Frank W. Grogan,
Willis B. Hodgdon. Arthur L. Hersey.
Ward 3—Geo. A. Blaisdell, Ward 4—Oliver II. Cook,
John Hand. Horace W. Gray,
James Cunningham,
George A. Trafton.
JAMES A. N. RUGG, Clekk.
Overseers of the Poor.
Chairman, the Mayor (ex-officio), Charles F. Wells, George H. Abbott,
David J. Norton and Augustus Walden.
Assessors of Taxes.
George W. Pendexter, Joseph H. Berry, William D. Fernald, Joseph H.
Gardiner, John W. Pryor, Samuel S. Green, Daniel F. Akerman, Henry
F. Wendell and William P. Bennett.
Inspectors of Check- Lists.
Ward 1—Richard H. Waldron, James A. Waterhouse. Ward 2—Horace
A. Martin, William H. Dunn. Ward 3—Daniel J. Ayers. Ward 4—Geo-
S. Leach.
Selectmen.
Ward 1—John P. Tebbetts, Walter S. Gray. Ward 2—Benj. F. Winn.
John W. Prior, Thomas Kennedy. Ward 3—James Y. Locke. Harry J,
Freeman, William Hughes. Ward 4—James Janvrin, Joseph 1!. Holmes.
Horace Mudge.
Moderators-
Ward 1—Robert E. Rich. Ward 2—Charles E. Batchelder. Ward 3—
Edward D. Coffin. Ward 4—Charles W. Norton.
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Ward Clerks.
Ward 1—James A. N. Bugg. Ward 2—Samuel H. Kingsbury. Ward
3—Ira G. Eastman. Ward 4—William S. Hazel.
Board of Instruction.
Chairman, John S. Treat. Secretary, John Pender. Andrew B. Sher-
burne, Daniel J. Vaughan, Anna B. Wilson, Charles E. Batehelder, Helen
C. Knight, Mercer Goodrich, Charles H. Garrett, John Pender, John A.
George, John H. Locke, O. M. Knight, John J. Laskey.
Police.
Justice of the Police Court, Charles E. Batehelder. Special Justice,
Marcellus Bufford.
City Solicitor, Wallace Hackett.
City Marshal, Thomas Entwistle.
Assistant Marshals, Franklin Cole and Joseph B. White.
Watchmen, Constables and Police Officers, John Turner, Charles P.
Abbott, James F. Shannon, Albert W. Parsons and Michael E. Long.
Supernumerary Watchmen, Samuel Taylor. Edwin Underbill, Charles
W. Roberts, James W. Marden, George L. Parks, James A. Snow, Chas.
W. Shannon, John W. Shannon and John Sullivan Band.
Fire Department.
Chief Engineer, Willard Sears.
Assistant Engineers, George P. Philbrick, William H. Deverson, Her-
bert A. Marden. ,
Clerk of Fire Department, James L. Parker.
Other City Officers-
City Treasurer, William E. Hadley.
Collector of Taxes, William E. Hadley.
( "ttij Messenger, James L. Parker.
Street Commissioner, Bobert King,
City Physician, Henry F. Clark.
Superintendent of.Almshouse, etc, William Shannon.
Board of Health, Henry F. Clark, Daniel Danielson and John M.
Campbell.
Lamp Lighters, Oliver W. Ham, Levi W. Pryor, and Geo. Hutchings.
Pound Keeper, Stephen Marden.
Keeper of Powder Magazine, John F. Shillaber.
Harbor Master, George W. Pendexter.
Port Wardens, Edward E. Vaughan. Otis F. Philbrick and Daniel Lit-
tlefield.
Fence Viewers, George B. Hodgdon, Jefferson C. Rowe and Abraham
S. Waldron.
Inspector of Petroleum, Forest J. Trafton.
Lot Layer, Alfred C. Hoyt.
Weighers, Arthur W. Walker, William P. Pickett, James M. Salter and
Otis F. Philbrick.
Measurers of Wood, Benjamin M. Parker, Chas. W. Bailey, Frederick
W. Bogers, Daniel Littlefield and Arthur W. Walker.
Surveyors of Lumber, Benjamin M. Parker, Charles W. Bailey and
Daniel Littlefield.
Surveyors of Highways, George A. Murray, District No. 1; Allen
Greenough, District No. 2; Stephen Marden, District No. 3; Charles S.
Whidden, District No. 4; Thomas M. Lang, District No. 5; Albion S. Car-
roll, District No. 6.
Librarian's Report.
To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen of the City of
Portsmouth :
Gentlemen : The following is a report of the Librarian of
the Public Library for the year ending Dec. 31,1883.
Whole number of books in Library, Jan. 1, 1SS3 35*7




Total now in Library 47°^
Whole number of books loaned during year 34 l 93
Highest number loaned in one day 423
Average weekly issue at present joo
Number of cards issued since library opened 253^
It will be seen by this that the usefulness of the library con-
stantly increases, and the public is invited to visit the rooms
and see what a need has been supplied by this enterprise.
Respectfully,
ROBERT E. RICH, Librarian.
Portsmouth, N. H., Dec. 30, 1S83.
The treasurer of the Portsmouth Public Library has received
during the past year a Legacy from the Estate of H. Louise
Penhallow of $1000 and interest, and from the Estate of Ellen
T. Pickett $roo, the income from both to be used in the pur-
chase of books for the library.
The same has been invested in $1000 Erie, Pa. 7 Per cent
bond, consolidated debt; $100 Bradford, Pa. 6 per cent school
bond.
E. P. KIMBALL, Treasurer.
December 13, 1883.
Report of City Marshal.
To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen of
the City of Portsmouth :
Gentlemen : I respectfully make the following report of the
number of persons arrested and lodged, the cause of arrests,












Assault with intent to kill
Assault with intent to rape
Aggravated assault
Breaking and entering 13
Breaking glass 6
Brawl and tumult 23
Bastardy 6
Common drunkards 7












Insult 7 Total 947
There have been 516 persons lodged during the year.
The total amount of fines and costs collected during the }rear
ending December 31, 18S3, is I 3 I 5 85
Amount of Dosr license collected 2^ 00
Obstructing sidewalk





























Amount of stolen property recovered and returned to the
owners $718 00. The number of stores found open and closed
by the officers 36. The number of persons sent out of the
city by the City Marshal 72.
Respectfully submitted,
THOMAS ENTWISTLE, City Marshal,
City Solicitor's Report.
To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen of the City of
Portsmouth
:
Gentlemen : Since filing my last report the following cases
in which the city is a party have been finally disposed of:
The Knibbs Patent case, an action at law to recover $60,000,
for an alleged infringement of a patent connected with the
Steam Fire Engines in use by the city. Similar actions having
been brought against the cities of Manchester, Nashua, Dover
and Concord in this state, the several defendants united in
making a common defense and in defraying the expenses
thereof; a test case, being that against the city of Dover, was
tried by jury at the May term of the U. S. Circuit Court and
resulted in a verdict for the city ; subsequently the actions
against the other cities were discontinued, and full releases
granted for all causes of action under said patent.
The case of Mary P. White vs. Portsmouth, an action to re-
cover $2000, for injuries received by falling on some ice in
Russell street, was tried by jury at the April term of the Su-
preme court, and a verdict rendered for the plaintiff in the sum
of $50, which has been paid.
William S. Willey vs. Portsmouth, an action of trespass for
injury to plaintiff's right of way to land in the vicinity of the
gravel pit on Lafayette road. This case was tried at the Oc-
tober term of the Supreme court, and judgment for $5 was
given plaintiff. The city's grantor of the land in controversy
was early summoned in, and will settle the damages without
cost to the city.
A suit by one Odiorne vs. Portsmouth was adjusted without
trial, and in a manner in accord with the city's interest.
The only cases now remaining in Court in which the city
has an interest are two actions brought against the Eastern
Railroad company for the purpose of having gates placed at
the crossings of Vaughan street and Green street in this city.
These actions have several times been before the Supreme
court on questions of law, and thus action on the petitions have
been delayed from time to time.
In conclusion I beg to congratulate the Honorable board up-
on its successful management of municipal affairs, which has
resulted in the city's being practically out of court, as no action
now remains upon either the law or the equity docket in which
the city has an interest
Respectfully submitted,
WALLACE HACKETT, City Solicitor.
December 31, 1883.
Chief Engineer's Report.
To His Honor the Mayor and Board of Aldermen:
Gentlemen: In compliance with the Ordinance defining the
duties of Chief Engineer, I herewith present the annual report
of the condition of the Fire Department ; a list of fires that
have occurred during the past year, with a statement of the
amount of loss and the amount of insurance on the property
destroyed, so far as ascertained ; the amount of property be-
longing to the city, under my charge ; a list of the members
with their ages and residences, and a list of the reservoirs with
their location, condition and capacity.
MEMBERSHIP.
The Department now numbers one hundred and twenty-six (126)
men viz : Chief Engineer and three Assistant Engineers, Clerk of
Fire Department, three Steamer Companies consisting of twenty-
one men each, two Extinguisher Companies of ten men each, one
Hook and Ladder Company of twenty-one men, one Supply Wagon
Company of live men, four Steam Engineers, four Steam Firemen,
and four Drivers.
APPARATUS.
The apparatus of the Department consists of three Steam Fire En-
gines, with hose carriages attached, and one Steamer in reserve, two
Extinguishers, one Hook and Ladder Truck, one Supply Wagon,
two horse Hose Carriages, and two Sleighs.
Steamer No. 1 was built by the Portland Company; put into ser-
vice in 1864.
Steamer No. 2 was built by the Manchester Locomotive Works;
put into service in 1879.




Steamer No. 4 was built by B. S. Nichols & Co., put into service
in 1876 ; rebuilt by Messrs. Critchley & Whalley in 1879.
The Steamers and Extinguishers are in good condition and reliable.
A new Hook and Ladder Truck built by Ryan Bros, to be drawn by
horses, has been added to the Department during the past year; also
a new Hose Carriage for Steamer No. 2, from the same firm has been
purchased.
I would recommend buying a new Hose Wagon for Steamer No.
4, and repairing Hose Carriage of Steamer No. 3.
There are sixty-seven hundred (6700) feet of leather hose in the
Department unreliable ; and twenty-two hundred and fifty (2250)
feet of cotton hose in good condition.
I would urge the immediate purchase of twenty-five hundred
(2500) feet of American Jacket hose.
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HOUSES.
The engine houses are in a fair condition, but wholly inadequate
to the needs of the Department, as they were built for Hand Engines
and not adapted to the use of Steamers.
I would recommend the building of one fire station, large enough
to accommodate three Steamers and one Hook and Ladder truck,
and their companies, with all modern improvements and attachments.
RKSERVOIRS.
The reservoirs are twelve (12) in number and in good condition,
with the exception of the one on Brewster street which is reliable
only two-thirds of the time since drawing the North Mill Pond.
This can be remedied by lowering the reservoir and extending the
pipe to low-water mark. The Vaughan street tire fully demon-
strated the need of more water in the vicinity of the business centre.
I would recommend the sinking of a small reservoir at the corner of
Vaughan and Congress streets, connected by an 8 inch pipe with
the Hanover street reservoir.
I would also recommend the building of a small reservoir at the
foot of new Vaughan street so called, with pipe laid to low water.
The Dover street reservoir containing an inexhaustible supply of
water is almost useless in time of fire as only one engine can play
from it. This can be remedied by having a small reservoir at the
corner of,jDe¥er and Islington streets, connecting with Dover street
reservoirfat which all steamers can play.
FIHES AND ALARMS.
The fires and alarms from January 1st to December 31st number
thirteen. The value of property destroyed, and the amount of in-
surance on the same is shown elsewhere.
EXPENDITURES.
' The amount of money expended during the past year is .$8356.24,
of which $5518.00 was for salaries, and $2838.24 for contingent
expenses.
In conclusion I wish to thank the citizens of Portsmouth for the
prompt and hearty manner in which they contributed to the Fire-
men's Muster. It was intended as a duplicate of the Muster of
twelve years ago, and in point of number only was it a failure; so-
cially it was a success. But instead of large Musters, I think it
would be better if the City appropriated a small sum for parade and
trial of the local Department, as is the custom in other New England
towns of like size. I would recommend that the Chief Engineer be
given authority to call the companies out once each year with appa-
ratus for trial. This would give greater satisfaction to citizens gen-
erally and be a benefit to the Department as well.
I would express my thanks to His Honor the Mayor, and to mem-
bers of the City Council, for their earnest efforts to promote the ef-
ficiency of the Department; to the City Marshal and his assistants
for aid rendered ; to the Board of Engineers and the officers and
members of the several companies for the prompt and efficient man-
ner in which they have discharged their duties.
Respectfully submitted,
WILLARD SEARS, Chief Engineer P. F. D.
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George P. Philbrick, ist Ass't
William H. Deverson, 2d Ass't
Herbert A. Marden








Schedule of Property in Chief Engineers Office.
1 table 14, 7 chairs 14 84, 1 carpet 8
3 curtains and fixtures 3 50, 1 lantern C, 1 broom .40, 2 spanner belts 1





Sagamore Steam Fire Engine Co. No. I.
STATIONED ON COURT STREET.
Schedule of Property in House on Court Street.
Steamer $4000 00
1 hose carriage 750 00
1 force pump 14, 1 screy jack 5, 19 00
1 coal .stove and fixtures 35, 30 feet inch rubber hose 4 50 39 50
5 suction hose spanners and axe 5, water pail and fire tools 4, broom .25 9 25
1 hammer 1 25, oiler .40, monkey wrench 2, screw driver .75 1 40
1 forked wrench 5, 2 pipes, 3 spare nozzles 25, oil cans 2 50 32 50
2 oil feeders, emery dipper 1 40, suction hose rope, 1, 4 lanterns 12 14 40
2 pieces feed pump hose 1, 10 ft. 1-2 in. rubber hose 2, hose coupling 5 8 00
4 suction hose caps Idled with leading 5, spanners .40, vise 8 50, tile .30 14 20
1 side table 3, 4 lamps with reflectors 5, bucket and drinking dippers 2 75 10 75
Basin, coal hod and snow shovel 2 70, thermometer GO, step ladder 1 00 4 30
Coats 8, 1 duster 4, spanner belts 0, spanners 4 80, 10 chairs 8 30 80
1 whip 2, 2 rubber coats 10, 3 rubber coats 12 30 00
$4907 10
Col. Sise Steam Fire Engine Co. No. 2.
STATIONED ON COURT STREET.
Name. Age.
George W. Tripp, Foreman 34
Albert R. Junkins, Ass't do. 31
Willard M. Gray, Clerk 31























Schedule of Property in charge of this Company.
Steamer $4200 00
1 hose, carriage 600 00
10 chairs 10, 1 table 4 50, 1 broom .25 14 7.")
4 lanterns 16, 1 force pump 12, 2 lanterns 4, 2 cloth coats 8 40 00
2 cloth coats 8, 12 Taber's spanners 5 13 00
1 spanner belt 5, 18 spanners 7 20, 6 ladder straps 6, 1 rubber cap 1 19 20
1 vise 4, 2 one-gal. cans 3, tin ware 3, 1 hose pipe 2, 1 gal. can .75 12 75
3 oil feeders 1 50, 1 dust pan .50, 1 match safe .50, 1 wash basin .75 3 25
2 water buckets 3, 1 copper tunnel 4, 1 tin tunnel .25, 1 set tools 14 21 25
1 watering pot 2, 2 hand brushes 1 20, 1 bucket .75, 2 oilers 1, 2 axes 3 7 05
1 roll board 2 50, 3 frames 2 25, 2 copper pipes 24, 1 coal hod 2 30 75
2 shovels 2, 1 wheel jack 6, 2 dusters 1, 1 step ladder 3, 1 table 14 26 00
1 chandelier 8, 4 chairs 8 48, l'snow shovel 1, 1 sign 15 32 4s
5 hose patches 15, 1 hose saddle 1, 1 reducing coupling 5 21 00
1 set badges 13 20, 1 tube brush 3, 1 Siamese coupling 15 31 20
1 pair blankets 3 75, 1 coffee boiler 5, 2 pole straps 5, 5 rubber coats 20 00 33 75
$5107 33
Moses H. Goodrich Steam Fire
STATIONED ON HANOVER
Name.
Charles H. Foote, Foreman
Charles A. Smart, ist Ass't do.
James McCarthy, 2d Ass't do.





























































Schedule of Property in charge of this Company.
Steamer
1 hose carriage
5 lanterns '20, 4 oil cans 2 50, 2 buckets 3, 2 shovels 2, 2 rubber coats S
2 hose saddles 3, 1 set tools 12, 16 spanners 6 40, 30 it. rubber hose 15
Spanner belts 4, 10 ladder straps In G hose patches 18, 4 cloth coats 16
1 vise 10, 1 coffee pot 4, 2 frames 1 50, 1 coal hod 2, 1 watering pol 2
Basin .7."), 9 chairs 9, 1 roll board 2 50, 1 table 2 50, 1 step ladder 3
1 desk 7, 1 table 14, 11 chairs 11, wheel jack 0, 4 chairs 3 60











Extinguisher Company No. 5.
HOUSE ON STATE STREET.
Name. Age. Residence.
Albert C. Anderson, Foreman 36 Union street
Lorenzo T. Bnrnham, Ass't do. 3S Tanner street
Ordvvay R. Hall, Clerk 25 Wibird street
Oliver M. Jelleson 4S Coffin's Court
Edward A. Manent 26 Wibird street
Levi W. Prior 31 Cabot street
Charles F. Larrabee 30 Union street
James H. Bowles 32 Albany street
John Mayers 32 Islington street
Fred Jones 21 Union street
Schedule of Property in charge of this Con^any.
Extinguisher $000 00
1 siun 5, table and desk 14, 6 chairs 12 75, 1 chandelier 10 41 7.>
Stove and fixtures 24, 1 force pump 8, 3 lanterns 12, signal lanterns 3 47 00
1 bull's eve lantern 2, 4 kerosene lamps and fixtures 3 25, 2 axes 2 i 25
Duster .40, 1 hod and two shovels 3, 2 rubber coats 10, 5 buckets 5 IS 40
1 monkey wrench 2, 3 forked wrenches 1, 1 large wrench 3 6 00
5 acid bottles 2 10, 1 soda can 1, 6 rubber buckets 6, 1 soda box 1 1" 10
2 tunnels 3, 1 broom 40, 1 coffee pot 3, 1 roll board 1 25, frame 1 8 65
Set of badges 10, 50 ft. rubber hose 25, wheel jack 6, watering pot 1 42 00
Snow shovel 1, 1 coal sieve 1, set of snow shoes 8 10 00
$791 15
Extinguisher Company No. 6.
HOUSE ON ELM STREET.
Name.
54
Schedule of Property in charge of this Company.
Extinguisher SOfOfO
1 sign (>, stoves and fixtures 12, table 14, 10 chairs 12 50, 1 lantern 4 4s 50
1 bull's eye lantern •>, 1 signal lantern 5, 1 force pump Id. 3 axes 3 'JO t
Coal shovel J 50, watering pot 1, 3 rubber coats 15, :! wrenches 3 20 5 i
1 large wrench •">. it spanners l 75, (> acid bottles 2 50, 7 soda cans l 75 9 oo
Soda box l, 5 rubber buckets 5; 2 tunnels 3, coffee pot 3, oiler .3u 12 :! I
Wheel jack 5, wash basin 30, 2 oil cans .67, 2 frames 1 25, roll board 1 25 s 67
Duster 1, 50 feet rubber hose '25, small rubber hose 2, 1 broom A i 2S 40
1 carboy stand 5, set of badges 10 15 >
$7(52 37
Garibaldi Hook and Ladder Company, No. I.
HOUSE ON COURT STREET.
Name. Age. Residence.
George W. Green, Foreman 44 High street
George P. Abbott, Ass't do. 59 Congress street
John W. Dame, Clerk 38 State street
Charles E. Leach 48 Whidden street
George A. Jackson 47 Dearborn street
Benjamin F. Winn 46 Union street
Nathan F. Amee 30 Hill street
John C. Lewis 40 High street
J. Warren Pryor 45 Union street
Daniel W. Adams 37 Miller Avenue
John Donnell 36 Cornwall street
Charles A. Ridge 34 Walden street
Edwin Furbish 27 Dennett street
Stephen L. Davis 52 Elm street
Oliver H. Locke 47 South street
Eben N. Odiorne 47 South Water street
Albert Leach 47 South Water street
Major S. Langdon 32 W'alden street
Thomas A. Pryor 39 Cabot street
Samuel H. Kingsbury 49 State street
David E. Junkins 29 Cabot street
Schedule of Property in charge of this Company.
Carriage and Fixtures $1400 ro
C chairs 75, axe 1 50, 1 table 7 15 25
Coffee boiler and dippers 12, roll board 2 50, frame 1, oil can 1 16 50











Schedule of Property in charge of this Company
1 horse hose carriage
Supply wagon
4 lanterns 16, 17 coal bags 45, 8 tubs 20, watering pot 1 50, oil can .40








Schedule of Property in Hose Room.
Signal lantern 4 50, IS spanners 4 50, 4 poles 50, wheel jack 6, boiler 10, $75 00
Schedule of Property in Hose Tower.
6700 feet leather hose at .60 per foot
2250 feet cotton hose at .91 per foot
1 boiler 15, 2 buckets 3
1 Moves' patent hose oiler and fixtures
1 patent coupling oil can 45, 2 tubs 40
10 feet rubber hose 5, iron shovel 1 50
Lamps 1, axe 2, wooden shovel 1
Oil tank 6, oil pump 1, broom .25











Steam heating apparatus, &c, in hose tower and engine house $457 00
Reservoirs.
Location. Gallons
One on Market square, brick 20,000
One on School street, brick 18,000
One on Pleasant street, brick 15,000
One on Austin street, brick 12,000
One on Haymarket square, brick 30,000
One on Union street, wood S,ooo
One on Dover street
One in Hanover street school yard, brick 63,000
One on Madison street, stone 450,000
One at Eastern Railroad, brick 37,000
One salt-water reservoir, Universalist church, stone
One salt-water reservoir, Brewster street, stone
56
ROLL OF ENGINEERS, FIREMEN AND DRIVERS,
Engineers.
Name. Age. Residence.
Sagamore, I, Charles Manent 57 Wibird street
Col. Sise, 2, William H. Gardner 43 Hanover street
Kearsarge, 3. George N. Jones 35 Russell street
M. H. Goodrich, 4, True W. Priest 50 Daniel street
Firemen.
Name. Age. Residence.
Sagamore, 1, Walter S. Gray 41 Hill street
Col. Sise, 2, Michael H. Gregg 42 Bridge street
Kearsarge, 3, Alvah Jelleson 41 Hanover street
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BOARD OF INSTRUCTION.
John S. Treat, Chairman. John Pender, Secretary
John Pender, John H. Locke,
John A. George, O. M. Knight.
Term Expires August 1, 18S4.
John J. Laskey, Daniel J. Vaughan,
Andrew B. Sherburne, Anna B. Wilson.
Term Expires August 1, 1886.
Charles E. Batchelder, Mercer Goodrich,
Helen C. Knight, Charles H. Garrett
Term Expires August 1, 1885.
HIGH SCHOOL COMMITTEE.





Committee on Salaries, Oliver M. Knight, Garrett and
Vaughan.
' Text Books, Mrs. Wilson, Pender and Vaughan.
Examination of Teachers, Batchelder, Mrs. Knight and
Laskey.
Truancy, O. M. Knight, George and Sherburne.
Purchases, Locke, Knight and Laskey.
Drawing, Mrs. Wilson, Goodrich and Vaughan.
GRADE COMMITTEES.
Grammar Grades, Knight, Sherburne and Goodrich.
Intermediate Grades., Batchelder, George and Mrs.
Wilson.
Primary Grades, Mrs. Knight, Pender and Locke.
Suburban Schools, Laskey, Garrett and Vaughan.
DISTRICT COMMITTEES.
District No. i, O. M. Knight, Mrs. Knight and George.
District No. 2, Pender, Mrs. "Wilson and'Batchelcler.
District No. 3, Goodrich, Sherburne and Laskey.
ANNUAL REPORT
Chairman of Board of Instruction.
To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen :
I herewith present my second annual report as Chairman of
the Board of Instruction ; and again I would say, that so far
as I can learn from inquiry and personal observation our
Teachers still compare favorably in point of ability with those
of any other locality in the State.
Many of our buildings used for school purposes are far be-
low the standard adopted by cities of our size and have not the
conveniences there found, either for heating, supervising or for
sanitary purposes, and since their selection for school purposes
the population has so changed as to make them undesirable.
Many of them are without water, which besides being a serious
inconvenience to the children and teachers is- a source of an-
noyance to the neighbors living in the vicinity. One new
school-house located at the West end, containing eight or ten
rooms would answer all purposes, and a large reduction in
salaries could be effected. It could be more easily and econom-
ically heated by steam apparatus, and a janitor could be pro-
vided without any additional expense who would be able to
give more attention to the cleanliness of the building, thus
lessening the chances of sickness among the children. He
could also make many of the slight repairs so often needed.
The Haven school house is the best in the city, furnishing as
it does a splendid basement for the children in inclement
weather, and so arranged as to prevent that constant complaint
made against out-buildings connected with other school-houses
in the city. The cost of a new school-house would be partially
offset by the sale of the State street school-house, the one on
School street, as also the one on Cabot street and by transferring
the one on Hanover street to the Fire Department. Number
Two Engine house could also be disposed of and make the de-
partment at the same time much more efficient. It would cost
the city nothing to refer this matter to a committee, to investi-
gate the same and report at some future time.
For a detailed account of school matters and expenditures I




• Chairman of the Board of Instruction.
Portsmouth, Dec. 31, 1SS3.
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Grammar Grade Committee Report,
The Grammar Grade Committee have to report but one
change during the year past.
Soon after the commencement of the fall term, Mr. O. M.
Lord master of the Walker school received a call from Port-
land, Maine, and resigned his charge with us. The Board
procured the services of Mr. F. W. Sweet who has proved a
valuable teacher. All the schools in this division are at the
present time in good working condition, and we see no room
for radical changes until such time as the city deems it advisa-
ble to give us a building better adapted to school work. If this
very desirable object could be obtained, we feel that the schools






Intermediate Grade Committee Report.
The Intermediate Grade Committee^ have little to report at
this time as few changes have been made during the past year
in the schools under their charge. At the beginning of the fall
term a new Intermediate school was established at Cabot street
for the purpose of relieving the crowded condition of the In-
termediate schools at Hanover street and the Academy. Miss
Marston was transferred from the Academy to the Cabot street
school to take charge of the new school. Miss Garrett was
transferred from the State street to the Academy to fill the va-
cancy caused by the transfer of Miss Marston, and Miss Ack-
erman was promoted from the Primary to the Intermediate
grade to fill the vacancy existing in the State street school.
Had not this new school been eslablished the rooms of Miss
Prescottt and Miss Marston together would have had nearly
one hundred and fifty pupils this year. That the change has
worked well is shown by the fact Miss Prescott has fifty-two
scholars, Miss Garrett fifty-three, and Miss Marston forty-two.
6
At the beginning of the year a vacancy existed in the Inter-
mediate grade at the Haven school and Miss Roth well was
placed there as a substitute and is doing satisfactory work in
that position.
The condition of the schools of this grade is satisfactory and
the work of the teachers has been well performed.
Charles E. Batchelder,
Anna B. Wilson.
Primary Grade Committee Report.
Our Primary schools are having more and better tools to
work with in globes, maps, tables, counters and black-boards.
Let all' such aid be given to the teachers, who need the best
tools as well as the best exercise of their own faculties to keep
the children to the right use of theirs.
We would suggest that the scale of pay which gives to our
Primary teachers the lowest salaries be reconsidered. Founda-
tion work is vital, since the future structure whatever it may
be, depends upon its thoroughness and soundness. In other
matters, we know that primary work needs the most skillful
handling and is never undervalued. Nor should we in any
Way underestimate the importance of well-done primary teach-
ing, and Siiice salaries are supposed to express the comparative
value of the work of different grades, the teachers naturally
wish to go up higher. Should not their remuneration be such
that no teacher would have reason to undervalue or change it
on that account?
Our masters are expected beside teaching in their respective
schools to supervise the under grades ; and to afford them time
for this, their schools are closed an hour earlier in the alter-
noon. But the fag end of the day is not the best part of the
day for this purpose. To judge of the quality of school work
and to carry out timely improvements need the glow and the
freshness of the morning as well as time. We therefore suggest
that the masters be allowed assistants in their respective rooms
to carry on the ordinary school work during their absence.
Nothing would give more stimulus to our primary grades than















































































50 Nellie G. Ham
00 Ida E. Shackley
00 Matilda F. Rothwell
00 Olive Akerman
00 Nellie Taylor
00 Frank W. Sweet
00 Lucy H. Rand
ooNellie Pickering
00 Emil C. Pfeifter
00 Lucy H. Anderson
00 Mary P. Thompson
00 Celia Foster
00 A. J. Richardson
ooiCarrie Freeman













































Mercer Goodrich $143 44
Bullock & Cranshaw 74 34
H. B. Buzzell & Son 53 51
The Prang Ed. Co. 44 55
C. W. Clark 35 00
O. M. Knight 32 62


















Sec. 1. *The Board shall hold its regular meetings on the first Monday
of each month, at 8 p.m., from the first of April to the first of September,
and at 7:30 o'clock the remainder of the year, unless another time is set by
resolution. Special meetings may be called by the Chairman at any time;
and shall be called by the Secretary at any time upon the written request
of seven members. But every call for a special meeting shall distinctly
specify the purpose or object for which the meeting is called, and the Sec-
retary shall notify each member of the Board of the time and purpose of
said special meeting; said notice, when practicable, to be delivered to the
members, and when not practicable to obtain personal service to be left at
the member's residence or place of business, at least two hours before the
time of the meeting.
Sec. 2. The meeting of the Board shall be called promptly on the
hour and the business shall proceed as follows:
Reading of the records.
Reports of standing committees in their regular order.




Sec. 3. It shall be the duty of each member of the Board to become as
well acquainted as possible with the condition of all the schools, and with
methods of instruction and the standard of the best schools in other places.
Sec. 4. At the regular meeting In August, the Board shall elect a Sec-
retary for the ensuing year, and the Chairman shall appoint tbe following
committees subject to the approval of the Board: Committee on text
books, committee on salaries, committee on examination of teachers, com-
mittee on purchasing fuel, committee on truancy and committee on draw-
ing. In addition to the above, there shall be appointed a sub-committee of
three for each school district who shall have all the powers of an executive
committee in enforcing the rules and regulations of the Board in their re-
spective districts; there shall also be elected a committee of three for the
schools of each grade, the primary, the intermediate, the grammar, the
ungraded and the high schools, who shall conduct the annual examinations
in their respective grades throughout the city.
Sec. 5. It shall be the duty of these committees to make themselves
familiar with the course of study, the teaching and the discipline in their
own grade, and to make a written report to the Board at the end of each
Fall term, giving a full and exact statement of the condition of the schools
of that grade throughout the city, with any suggestions or criticisms in re-
gard to-the teachers, the classes, or the course of study.
Sec. 0. At the regular meeting of the Board of Instruction in the
month of July, the grade committees shall report the names of all the
teachers then connected with the schools under their care, whose re-elec-
tion for the ensuing year they recommend. The Board shall then proceed
to the election of each teacher by ballot, and seven votes shall be necessary
to elect.
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Sec. 7. Whenever a vacancy occurs among tbe teachers, an examina-
tion, open to all applicants, may he held in the Sigh School building and
conducted by the examining committee. Notice of such an examination
shall be published at least one month previously, and shall include a state-
ment of the studies and how far in each study the teachers for each grade
shall be examined.
Sec. 8. These examinations shall give special prominence to questions
relating to teaching ; shall be marked on a scale of 100 ; shall be conduct-
ed hy "numbers instead of names ; and all the papers relating to them
shall be preserved, and at all times open to the Board.
Sec. 9. In making appointinonts from the various applicants, the
Board shall have regard to attainments, experience, testimonials and char-
acter ; shall give the preference, other things being equal, to those already
teachers in a lower grade, and to those who are graduates of our own
schools, and who are graduates of some Normal or training school. As
soon as the examination papers are laid before the Board, it shall proceed
to the election of a teacher or teachers according to the provision in Sec. 5.
Sec. 10. In case of sudden illness or necessary absence of any teacher,
the Master in that district may furnish a supply for a ptriod not exceeding
three days ; if the absence is prolonged, notice shall be given to the sub-
committee, who shall appoint a teacher for the temporary vacancy, subject
to the confirmation of the Board,—but no teacher shall in any case be con-
finned until an examination is held, by the direction of the board, as pro-
vided in Section 6.
Sec. 11. No charges shall be entertained against any teacher in the
employ of the city, unless they are in writing, signed by responsible and
interested persons, and setting forth the specific causes of complaint, and
all cases of discipline or complaint shall be first heard by the district com-
mittee. From their decision either party may appeal to the full board.
Sec. 12. The committee on text books shall keep themselves advised
of the kind, cost, and character of text hooks, maps, charts, and other
school apparatus in use in the public schools of this city, and shall exam-
ine such other text books, maps, charts, or apparatus as may be proposed
for introduction. But no books shall be changed until reported upon by
the said committee and by a vote of two-thirds of the whole Board, and
the books in all the schools in the several districts shall be uniform.
Sec. 13. The unanimous consent of those present at a regular meeting,
or one month's notice and a two-thirds vote of those present shall be re-
quired for a suspension of any rule or regulation of this Board.
Sec. 14. .411 bills must be approved by the proper chairman before the
same are presented to the committee, and the items of every bill shall be
read to the committee before they are ordered to be paid.
REGULATIONS
FOE TI1K
Public Schools of Portsmouth.
Classification.
The schools in this city shall he classified and divided as follows
:
High, Ungraded, Grammar, Intermediate and primary schools; the last
three of which shall consist of two divisions each, and shall be called the
1st, 2d, 3d, 4th, 5th and 6th Divisions respectively. Each division shall
have two classes,- and may be allowed two years to complete its work.
Duties of the Master.
1
.
The Master of the 1st division in each ward shall act as a supervisor of
the grades above mentioned.
2. He shall secure uniformity in methods of instruction, as far as prac-
ticable and useful, and see that no text books are used in schools except
such as are prescribed by the Committee, and shall carry out the course of
study approved by the same.
3. He shall see by frequent examinations, that the regulations are car-
ried into effect, and that the instruction is efficient and thorough.
4. He shall have charge of the school-house, furniture, grounds, out-
buildings and other property belonging to the school, and see that the
same are kept in good condition. He shall be held responsible for the
general management and discipline of all the schools in his district. He
may establish special rules, subject to the approval of the district commit-
tee for securing good order in the buildings and rooms of which he has
charge.
5. He shall [have power to suspend any pupil who may be guilty of a
flagrant breach of the law, such as truancy, or rebellion, in any division
under his charge, until such pupils shall be reinstated or expelled from
school by the Committee.
6. He shall examine and send to proper grade all pupils desiring admit-
tance to school, provided such pupils shall first have obtained a permit in
writing from the chairman of the sub-committee.
7. He shall make the examinations for promotion*) unless the district
committee otherwise order. Promotions shall be made at the commence-
ment of the Fall and Winter terms, and at no other time except by con-
sent of the district committee.
8. He shall devote at least one hour of every school day to the exami-
nation of the attendance, the discipline and methods of instruction, the
sanitary condition of the school rooms and yards, the progress of the sev-
eral classes in each study ; and shall make such suggestions to the sub-teach-
ers as in his opinion will improve and elevate the several schools under
their charge.
9. He shall have a book, furnished by the Committee and open at any
time for inspection by them, in which shall be kept a record showing the
whole number and averaged number in each division, the deportment of
each pupil, also the average of daily attendance and percentage of daily at-
tendance for each month, together with such other information relating to
the several schools as the Committee may wish to have recorded.
10. He shall, on the first of every month, report to the chairman of the
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sub-committee, in writing, a summary of the above named record. A copy
of which shall be delivered to the Secretary of the Board.
11. All work on reports or the rilling up of blanks, shall be done out of
school hours.
12. He shall appoint meetings of the sub-teachers for consultation, or
for instructing, advising or aiding them in their various school duties.
General Regulations.
1. Those children only who have been vaccinated and who arc upwards
of five years of age, shall be allowed to attend the Public Schools.
2. All the school rooms shall be opened and the teachers present at
least fifteen minutes before the time for the session to begin, both morning
and afternoon. The scholars shall be in their seats and the teacher open
the services precisely at the prescribed hours, and no pupil shall be allowed
to enter school during the devotional exercises.
•'!. All the schools except the primaries will be required to keep the
same number of hours during the week.
The hour of commencement in all the schools except the 1st, 5th and 6th
Divisions, shall be at, 9 A. M., and 2 P. M. The sessions to be continued
till 12 M., and till 5 P. M., except during the months of October, Novem-
ber. December, January, February and March, when they will close at
4 o'clock. P. M.
The sessions of the first (Master's Division) shall commence at 8.30 A.M.,
and 2 P. M. and continue till 12 M., and 3 P. M., during the six months
above mentioned, and during the remaining five months the morning ses-
sion shall commence at 8, and the afternoon session shall close at 3.30.
The session of the 5th and Gth Divisions shall commence at 9 A. M.. and
2 P. M. The sessions to be continued till 12 M. and 4:30 P. M., except
during the months of October, November, December, January, February
and March, when they will close at 4 P. M.
4. In each school there shall be, daily, an exercise in vocal music and
gymnastics; and each school shall have such recesses as may be deemed ex-
pedient by the principal teacher of the school; but such recesses shall not oc-
cupy more than twenty minutes in each session including the time of going
out and coming in; and during school hours no pupil shall be allowed to
go beyond the limits of the school ground without special permission of
the teacher.
5. Each teacher is recommended to give frequent and thorough reviews
of the subjects taught, 'with exercises and illustrations aside from the text
books.
6. The term of employment of teachers, unless otherwise limited, shall
in all cases cease with the end of the school year in which their service be-
gins, and can be extended only by a new election; but every teacher shall
be liable at any time, to transfer, change of salary, or termination of em-
ployment, by action of the Board; and no teacher shall receive more of the
annual or other salary prescribed, than the pro rata portion thereof due
for the period of actual service. The employment of a substitute for any
teacher for more than thirty days in all, in any school year, shall operate
as a resignation of such teacher and all contracts of hiring^ of teachers
shall be subject to this rule.
7. They shall give at least one months' notice of their intention to
r< sign.
8. A register shall be kept in every school, in which shall be recorded
the names, ages, date of admission, half-daily absence, tardiness and dis-
missals Of the scholars. Each recitation shall be marked on a uniform
scale: and monthly reports of the standing and attendance of pupils shall
l>e sent to their parents each month in the grammar and intermediate
grades.
9. A written excuse shall be required for each absence or tardiness,
from the parents or guardian of the pupil. Every pupil, in order to obtain
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a dismissal before the close of the session, must bring a sufficient excuse
therefor in writing, and obtain the consent of the teacher at the opening of
the session, and a separate eqcuse will be required for each dismission. No
pupil shall be sent away immediately from school for an excuse for tardi-
ness or absence, when the weather or other circumstances are such that it
would occasion an exposure of health. Nor shall any pupil be kept out of
his proper room, exposed to the cold or inclemency of the weather in the
halls or yards of the schools. Nor shall any teacher send any pupil on
errands at any time except on matters directly connected with the school.
No pupil affected with, or convalescing from any contagious disease, or
dwelling in the same rooms or in apartments directly communicating with
those occupied by persons affected by measles, scarlet fever or small pox,
shall be allowed to remain in the Public Schools.
10. And -in case any pupil be absent or tardy more than one quarter of
the school days, of one term, such pupil may be degraded to a lower class.
11. Each school shall be daily opened with reading from the Scriptures,
to be followed by the Lord's Prayer.
12. When any scholar has been absent ten half-days or more, within a
month, or has become unnecessarily irregular in attendance, or in any re-
spect behaved in a disorderly manner, after reasonable admonition and
correction, the teacher shall report such pupil to the Master, who shall at
his discretion, make report to the chairman, of the sub-committee, and
the pupil if so reported, shall be suspended and not be again admitted to
any public school in the city without a written order from the chairman of
the sub-committee in charge of the school. Whenever any teacher learns
that any pupil is playing truant, he shall report the fact at once to the
truant officer and the latter shall see that the laws relating to truancy are
tlrictly enforced.
13. The general examination of schools by the Committee will immedi-
ately precede the close of the Winter term, and the semi-annual examina-
tions for promotion, shall be made immediately after the close of the Fall
and Spring terms.
14. Teachers shall be allowed one-half day in each term to visit other
schools, for the purpose of observation and comparison, after making ar-
rangements satisfactory to the Master.
15. The order of exercises of every division shall be given to the Master,
and by him to the chairman of the General Committee during the first
week of every term, and as often thereafter as it may be changed.
16. Teachers shall give their personal attention to the preservation of
order in the entries and on the stairs, when pupils are riling in and out at
the opening and closing of the school, and at recesses.
17. While teachers are required to maintain order in the school, and se-
cure obedience to necessary rules, they should avoid all passionate, harsh
and irritating language and all improper punishments.
18. It is particularly enjoined upon the teachers to regard the moral and
social culture of their pupils and cleanliness of person and dress as not
less important than their mental discipline. They must not tolerate them
in falsehood, profanity, cruelty, or any other form of vice. By example
and precept they shall endeavor to form them to habits of social refine-
ment, and to inculcate principles of kindness, truthfulness, purity, indus-
try, frugality and temperance, forbidding the use of indelicate, coarse and
ungrammatical language, and the practice of careless and unbecoming at-
titudes.
19. No subscription or contribution shall be allowed in the public
schools, nor shall any teacher accept a present from the pupils in the pub-
lic schools.
20. Teachers are required to give particular attention to the ventilating
and warming of their rooms, and always to ventilate except in summer,
by lowering the upper sash of the window, and on no account to suffer the
children to sit in draughts of cold air. The temperature of the room
shall not rise in the winter above 70° Fahrenheit. Teachers shall attend
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to the physical education and comfort of the pupils under thoir care.
Whenever cold or stormy weather lenders it imprudent for pupils to re-
main in the open air at recess they may remain in the school room under
the control and direction of the teacher.
21. Private admonitions, appeals to conscience, public reproof, monthly
reports to the Principal, to the Committee, suspension, detention at re-
cess, and for a reasonable time after school hours, and the use of the rod,
are some of the ways in which good order may lie secured. Corporal pun-
ishment, however, shall not be administered by any teacher, except in
case< of flagrant offences, or when other less severe modes of discipline
have failed to reform a pupil. It should not he administered in the pres-
ence of the school, hut at the close of the session, and a full record of all
such cases and the cause thereof shall be kept which shall be open to the
inspection of the committee at all times.
22. No playing shall be allowed in any school building.
23. No advertisement shall be read or distributed in any school, nor
shall any public entertainment be announced without special permission
from the Committee.
24. Any pupil who shall cut, or otherwise injure any school house, or
injure any fence, trees, or out-buildings belonging to the school grounds,
or shall write any profane or obscene language, or shall make any ob-
scene pictures or characters on any school premises, shall be liable to
suspension, expulsion, or prosecution.
25. Every pupil, on leaving school, shall obtain a discharge therefrom
in writing, which shall be given by the principal teacher when the reasons
for leaving are satisfactory ; no pupil leaving any school in the city shall be
allowed to become a member of any other public school, without first
presenting such discharge, or by order of the General Committee.
26. No child shall be allowed to attend any public school unless clean-
ly in person, and in all cases where the conduct and habits of a pupil are
found injurious to his associates, it shall be the duty of the Principal,
with the advice of the Committee, to suspend such pupil from school.
27. No teacher or pupil shall use tobacco during school hours.
Terms and Vacations.
The school year shall be divided into three terms:
1. The Fall term shall commence on the last Monday of August, and
close the last week day preceding Christmas ; this term shall include a
vacation of three days, viz: Thanksgiving Day, and the two days immedi-
ately following.
VACATION EIGHT DAYS.
2. The Winter term shall commence on the first-week-day following
January 1st, and continue until the last Saturday in March.
VACATION TWO WEEKS.
3. The Spring term shall close on July 3d.
VACATIONS.
The above shall include all of the regular vacations except Washing-
ton's Birthday, Fast Day and Memorial Day.
Books Used.
Hillard's Headers, Warren's Class Word Speller, Greenleaf's Arithme-
tics, Guyot s Geographies, Campbell's Concise History of United States,
Patterson's Elements of Grammar, Swinton's Language Lessons, Cutter's
First Book in Physiology, Spencerian System of Penmanship, new series,
and White's Industrial Drawing.
A copy of these resolutions shall be kept in every school room, and the
teachers Shall make themselves familiar with them, and see that they are
faithfully observed.
Br Oudeu School Committee.
PROGRAMME OF STUDY
OF THE
state and Primary S1U1.
SIXTH DIVISION.
SECOND CLASS.
Reading, five hours a week. Words learned from charts and pic-
tures. Make clear to the child's apprehension the difference between
an object, its picture and its name. Every word to be first spelled
by sound ; and at the proper stage of progress, word-cards must be
freely used to make sentences from.
Letters can now bs taught by their names. 1st Reader completed.
Spelling, three hours a week. Words on charts from all reading
lessons, and names of familiar objects by letter and by sound; as
soon as pupils can write, there should be a daily exercise in writing
words from dictation.
Arithmetic, one and one-third hours a week. Count to 50 by l's,
2
,
s, 3's, 4's and o's. Ideas of counting and combining numbers to be
developed by use of numeral frame. Give thorough drill in writing
Arabic numerals on Ihe slate and black-board, using forms as found
in Spencerian System. Write and read numbers to GO.
FIRST CLASS.
Heading, five hours a week. 2d reader completed. Questions on
meaning of all reading lessons. Names, forms and uses of all
punctuation marks occurring in reading lessons.
Spelling, three and two-thirds hours a week. Words from all
reading lessons ;. names of objects in and about the school-room;
names of other common and familiar objects.
Arithmetic, two hours a week. Count to 100 and back, by l's,
2's, 3's, 4's and 5's. Roman notation to C. Wrrite and read numbers
to 1000. Addition tables, and Multiplication tables to 10 and 12,
Add three columns of figures, six in length. Multiply by one figure.
Writing. Frequent exercises in writing letters and words on
slate and blackboard; Spencerian System, holding pencil in proper
writing position.
FIKST AND SECOND CLASSES.
Oral Instruction, one hour a week. Form, size and color. Pu-
pils to be taught by frequent conversations on common objects, to
express their ideas freely in correct language.
Music, Gymnastics, and General Exercises, one and one-third
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hours a week. Vocal music ; and fVee gymnastics for the upper
part of the body every session.
Devotional Exercises, one hour a week. During the longer af-
ternoon sessions of the school year, the apportionment of time shall
be as above, except in 1st class, Arithmetic, two and one-half horns,
and 2d class Arithmetic, one and live-sixths hours a week. Oral
Instruction, both classes, one and one-third hours a week.
Directions. Pupils should at no time be allowed to sit idle for
lack of employment. Recitations should be short and varied. No
exercises should exceed 20 minutes in length— 15 minutes preferable.
FIFTH DIVISION.
SECOND CLASS.
Beading, three and one-third hours a week. 3d Reader to lesson
41, page 106. Questions on the meaning of all reading lessons.
Names, forms <and uses of all punctuation marks. Daily exercises
on the sounds of vowels.
Spelling, one and live-sixths hours a week. Pupils to spell and
define words occurring in reading lessons ; their own names ; names
of city, county and state ; days of the week, and months of the year ;
other common words.
Arithmetic, three hours a week. Count by 2's, 3's,— 10's, to 100
and back. Write and read all numbers to 1,000,000. Roman
notation, both oral and written. Frequent exercises in adding and
substracting small numbers mentally.
Add six columns of figures six in length. Multiply by two figures.
FIRST CLASS.
Reading, three and one-third hours a week. 3d Reader complet-
ed. Questions on the meaning of all reading lessons; punctuation
marks; sounds of vowels and consonants.
Spelling, one and five-sixths hours a week. Review spelling of
2d class; spell from all reading lessons; names of N. E. States, and
their capitals and chief cities; counties, cities and principal rivers in
New Hampshire.
j 1 rith metic, three hours a week. Count by 2's, 3's,—-12's, to 100
and back.
Write and read all numbers to 1,000.000,000. Frequent exercises
in combining small numbers. Addition, substraction, multiplica-
tion by four figures; division by three figures.
Elementary Geography, two hours a week ; to page 30.
FIRST AND SECOND CLASSES.
Writing, two hours' a week. Spencerian Tracing Book, Nos. l
and 2. Frequent exercises in writing capital and small letters ; hold-
ing the pencil in proper writing position.
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Oral Instruction, one hour a week. In"geography, with respect
to the form and motions of the earth, the points of compass, etc.
Special attention to be given to the geography of our own city and
State. Time by the clock; divisions of time; colors, form, etc.
Child's Book of Nature, part 1st. Other instruction as in 6th Divi-
sion.
Music, Gymnastics and General Exercises, one hour a week.
Vocal music ; and free gymnastics for the upper parts of the body,
every session.
Devotional Exercises, one hour a week. During the longer after-
noon sessions of the school year, the apportionment of time shall be
as above ; except in Heading, each class, three and two-thirds hours,
and in Spelling, each class, two hours a week.
Oral Instruction, both classes one and one-third hours a week.
Directions. No pupil should be allowed to sit idle for lack of
work. Recitations and exercises should be short and varied.
FOURTH DIVISION.
SECOND CLASS.
Reading, three hours a week. 4th Reader to lesson 36th, page
126th. Questions on the meaning of all reading lessons. Names,
forms and uses of punctuation marks. Frequent exercises on the
sounds of the vowels and consonants.
Spelling, one and one-fourth hours a week. Words occurring in
lessons from all texts books used. Common and familiar words.
Arithmetic, two hours a week; Count by 2's, 3*s and 4's,— lO's,
1 l's and 12's to 100 and back. Frequent mental exercises in combin-
ing small numbers. Write and read all numbers to qumtillions.
Practical Arithmetic to Review Exercises, page 54th.
Mental Arithmetic, one and one third hours a week. To Lesson
14th, page 83d.
Geography, one and one-third hours a week. Elementary Geog-
raphy to Section 6th, page 49th. Counties of New Hampshire.
Location and boundary of our own city.
FIRST CLASS.
Heading, three hours a week. 4th Reader completed. Review
other work of 2d class.
Spi lling, one and three-fourths hours a week. Other work in 2d
elass.
Arithmetic, two hours a week. Practical Arithmetic to Art. 120,
page 87th.
Mental Arithmetic, one and two-thirds hours a week. Mental
Arithmetic to English Money, page 52d.
Geography, one and five-sixths hours a week. Review work of
2d class. Elementary Geography to Europe, page 67.
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FIRST AND SECOND CLASSES.
Writing, one and one-third hours a week. Writing Books Nos.
1 and 2.
Oral Instruction, one honr a week. Lines, Angles, Plane Fig-
ures, Objects, Trades, Occupations. Hooker's Child's Book of Na-
ture, Part 2d. Other instruction as in 6th Division.
Music and Gymnastics, tive sixths of an hour a week. Vocal
music; free gymnastics for the upper parts of the body every ses-
sion.
Devotional Exercises*, one hour a week. During the longer af-
ternoon sessions of the school year, the apportionment of time shall
be as above, except the 1st class Practical Arithmetic, three and one-
quarter; second class Practical Arithmetic, two and three-quarters;
first class Geography, two and one-third ; second class Geography,
one and five sixths hours a week.
Both classes, Oral Instruction, one and one-third hours a week.
Recitations and Exercises should be short and varied.
THIRD DIVISION.
SECOND CLASS.
Beading, two hours a week, 4th Reader reviewed. Fall term,
Intermediate Reader to Lesson 26th, page 95th. Frequent drill on
introductory exercises. Questions on the meaning of all reading-
lessons. Names, forms and uses of punctuation marks. Frequent
practice on the sounds of the vowels and consonants. Frequent drill
in diacritical markings.
Spelling, one and one-half hours a week. Words occurring in
lessons from all text books used. Special attention to be given to
the spelling of common geographical names, as States, territories,
capitals, etc. Other common and familiar words.
Arithmetic, two and one-half hours a week. Review all tables
and counting frequently. Frequent mental exercises in combining
small numbers. Practical Arithmetic lo page 119th. Give frequent
exercises in notation, numeration and the fundamental rules.
Mental Arithmetic, one and one-half hours a week. Mental
Arithmetic to Lesson 33d, page 89th, omitting Lessons 10th, 21st,
22d, 23d and i'4th.
Geography, one and one-third hours a week. Elementary Geog-
raphy completed and thoroughly reviewed. Particular attention to
be given to the geography of our own city, country and State.
FIUST CLASS.
Reading, two hours a week. Intermediate Reader, Lesson 56th.
Other work as in 2d class.
Spelling, one and one-half hours a week. Other works as in 2d
class.
Arithmetic, two and one-half hours a week. Practical Arithme-
tic to Art. 167th, page 144th, omitting pages 125th and 126th. For
other work see directions for 2d class.
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Mental Arithmetic, one and one-half horns a week. Mental
Arithmetic to Lesson 3Gth, page 99th, omitting as directed in 2d
class.
Geography, one and five-sixths hours a week. Intermediate
Geography to page 23d.
Language and Composit ion. one hour a week. Pupils taught to
select subjects from objects, and to describe their form, size, color
and other properties. To develop their thoughts in sentences with
proper use of capitals and punctuation marks. All grammatical in-
struction, according to the grammar used in 1st Division.
FIRST AND SECOND CLASSES.
Writing, one and one-third hours a week. Writing Books, Nos.
2 and 3.
Oral Instruction, one.hour a weet. National Flag. Abbrevia-
tion as given in the speller. Qualities and uses of familiar objects.
Child's Book of Nature, Part 2d. Other oral instruction as in 6th
Division.
Music and Gymnastics, five-sixths of an hour. Vocal music.
Free gymnastics for the upper parts of the bod}', every session.
Devotional Exercises, one hour a week.
During the longer afternoon sessions of the school year, the ap-
portionment of time shall be as above, except the first class and sec-
ond class Heading, two and one-half; first and second Geography,
each, two; Oral Instruction, one and one-third; Language, one
and one half ; Music, one; first and second Mental Arithmetic, each
2 hours a week.
SECOND DIVISION
SECOND CLASS.
Reading, two hours a week. Intermediate Reader completed and
reviewed. 2d term, 5th Reader to Lesson 23d, page 121st. Fre-
quent drill on introductory exercises. Questions on the meaning of
all reading lessons. Punctuation marks. Diacritical markings.
Spelling, one and one-sixths hours a week. Words occurring in
lessons from all text books used. Special attention to be given to
the spelling of geographical names. Other common names.
Arithmetic, two and one-half hours a week. Frequent mental
exercises in combining small numbers. Practical Arithmetic to Art.
262d, page 188th, omitting "Decimal weights and measures." (live
frequent application and illustrations other than those found in text
bonks.
Menial Arithmetic, three-fourths of an hour a week. Text book
to Lesson 40th, page 110th.
Geography , one and one-quarter hours a week. Intermediate Ge-
ography to page 54th. Thorough knowledge of Latitude and Lon-
gitude to be taught with the globe.
Draw N. E. States from memory.
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Language and Composition, one hour a week. Work of 3d
Divisi m continued in suae manner. Tarts of speech defined ac-
cording to the Grammar used ia tirst class, ('(instruct sentences.
Correct errors in the use of language. Letter writing.
FIRST CLASS.
Bead* tin, two hours a week. 5th Reader to lesson Gist, page
221st- Other work as in 2d class.
Spelling^ one and one-sixth hours a week. Other work as in 2d
class.
Arithmetic, two and one-half hours a week. Practical Arithme-
tic to Art. 320th, page 230th. Review all 2d class work.
Mental Arithmetic, one hour a week. Mental Arithmetic, one
hour a week. Mental Arithmetic to Lesson 48th, page 133d.
Geography, one and one-half hours a week. Intermediate Geog-
raphy to page 76th, reviewing previous work.
Language and Composition, one hour a week. Work of 2d class
continued. Construct sentences. Correct errors in use of language.
Short compositions on familiar objects. Letter writing, giving spe-
cial instruction in regard to dating, addressing and signing, also the
correct method of superscribing the envelope.
Orcil Instruction on the parts of speech and their uses, different
kinds of simple sentences and their analysis.
Grammar, one and one-third hours a week. Text book com-
menced. Parts of speech and their modifications, omitting the pro-
perties of the verb, other than person and number. Analysis of
simple sentences.
FIRST AND SECOND CLASSES.
Writing, one and one-third hours a week. Writing Books, Nos.
3 and -i.
Oral Instruction, one hour a week. Leading points in IT. S. History.
City and State Governments. Subjects treated of in the first
eight chapters of the "Manual of Commerce."
Devotional Exercises, one hour a week.
During the longer afternoon sessions of the school year, the ap-
portionment of time shall be as above, except first class Mental
Arithmetic, two; second class Mental Arithmetic one and one-
third; first Spelling, one and one-half; first Geography, one and
one-half; first Grammar, one and two-thirds; Oral Instruction,
one and one-third hours a week.
FIRST DIVISION.
SECOND CLASS.
Reading, one hour a week. 5th Reader continued. Questions on
the meaning of all reading lessons. Occasional reading from papers
and books other than text book. Punctuation marks. Sounds of
Vowels and Consonants. Diacritical marking thoroughly reviewed.
Spelling, one hour a week. Spelling of words occurring in all
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lessons. Special attention to be given to the spelling of geographi-
cal names. Common and familiar words.
Arithmetic, two and one-third hours a week. Practical Arithme-
tic to Art. 385, page 266, omitting Decimal Weights and Measures.
Frequent applications and illustrations aside from the text book.
Thorough practice on the fundamental rules.
Mental Arithmetic, one and one-half hours a week. Mental
Arithmetic to Lesson 52d, page 144th. Review tables thoroughly.
Frequent mental exercises in combining small numbers.
Geography, one and one-sixth hours a week. Intermediate Ge-
ography completed and reviewed. Map-drawing,—continents,
United States.
Grammar, one and one-sixth hours a week. Correction of eirors
in the use of language, construction of sentences, analysis and par-
sing. Text book to be used with the class.
Physiology, one hour a week. Cutter's First Sook, to Chapter
19, page 89. Comparative Anatomy and Appendix to be read and
explained.
History, one hour a week. Campbell's Concise U. S. History to
Period 5th, page 169.
FIRST CLASS.
Reading, one hour a week. See directions for 2d class.
Spelling, one hour a week. Complete the Speller. Other work
same as 2d class.
Arithmetic, two and one-third hours a week. Practical Arithme-
tic completed and reviewed. Other work as in 2d class.
Mental Arithmetic, one-half hour a week. Completed and re-
viewed. Other work as in 2d class.
Geography, one and one-sixth hours a week. Review Geography.
Grammar, one and one-sixth hours a week. See directions for
2d class.
Physiology, one and one-half hours a week. Cutter's First Book
completed.
History, two hours a week. Campbell's U. S. History completed.
FIKST AND SECOND CLASSES.
Language and Composition, one hour a week. Ten declama-
tions a year, selections to be made from standard literature. Ten
compositions upon variety of subjects, including biographical and
historical sketches. Frequent exercises in the variation of the
structure and phraseology of sentences. Letter writing to take
place of composition three times during the year.
Writing, one and one-third hours a week. Writing B-ooks, Nos.
4 1-2 and 5.
Oral Instruction, five-sixths of an hour a week. City, State and
National Governments. Elements of the various sciences. Manual
of Commerce.
Devotional Exercises, one hour a week.
During the longer afternoon sessions of the school year, the ap-
portionment of time shall be as above, except the first and second
class Arithmetic, two and one-half each ; second Mental Arithme-
tic, one; first and second Geography, one and one-half; first and
second Grammar, one and one-half each ; tirst History two and
one-half; second History, one and two-thirds; first Physiology.




OF THE CHILDREN CF THE PUBLIC SCHOOLS.
District No. 1.
The following named pupils have been neither absent nor















The following named pupils have been neither absent nor
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The following named pupils have been neither absent nor
tardy during the year 18S3 :
John Sweetser Kate Bradford Fred Wentworth
The following named pupils have been neither absent nor
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The following named pupils have been neither absent nor
tardy during the year 1S83 :
Clinton Humphreys Willie Hannaford
The following named pupils have been neither absent nor








The following named pupils have been neither absent nor





























Omu, bbnosfiatB and Primary Schools^
DISTRICT No. 1. F. W. Sweet, Master.
No. of pupils enrolled Dec. 31, 1SS3 437
Males 233
Females 204
Average monthly membership 423
Average daily attendance 39°
Percent, of attendance 91.21
Number of tardinesses 2706
Number of dismissals 825
No. of different scholars attending during the year 635
DISTRICT No. 2. R. H. Perkins, Master.
No. of pupils enrolled Dec. 31, 1S83 : 507
Males 276
Females t 231
Average monthly membership 494
Average daily attendance 4 X4
Per cent, of attendance 92.16
No- of tai*dinesses 239§
No. of dismissals 7°3
No. of different pupils attending during the year 670
DISTRICT No. 3. R. II. Perkins, Master.
No. of pupils enrolled Dec. 31, 1883 294
Males 150
Females 144
Average monthly membership 3°$
Average daily attendance 251
Per cent, of attendance 92.0S
No. of tardinesses 1906
No. of dismissals 43 7
No. of different pupils attending during the year 431
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High School Committee Report.
To the Honorable Board of Mayor and Aldermen :
In making our Report we are pleased to note that the Ports-
mouth High School has continued its course with uniformity
and success, and maintained a character for excellence which
merits our warmest approbation. This is due to Mr. Good-
win, the Principal, who has fully sustained his high reputation
as a faithful and accomplished teacher. The conscientious
manner in which he performs his duties, in every branch and
detail, has produced most gratifying results to all cognizant
with school work. He has been ably seconded in all his ef-
forts by Miss Mathes, the First Assistant, whose labors in the
school deserve the highest commendation of the Committee.
We are especially gratified to report the great success of our
methods in the study of the English Language and Literature.
To counteract the baleful effects of the mass of vile reading
which is flooding our land, pupils should be taught to read
standard works by a course of study, beginning at the open-
ing and continuing to the close of the High School course,
thus inculcating and developing a taste for the best literature.
Successful results in the High School can be secured only
by the most cordial co-operation between parents and teachers.
The highest duty of parents is to guard with never ending
care the health of their children, and it is for them alone to
decide how much or how little their children shall study. It
is too common to attribute* to hard study in school what be-
longs elsewhere, and we urge the parents to be more watchful
over the diversions of those who at this formative period of
life are storing up not only food for the mind but for the physi-
cal and moral growth. Neglect of either must result in an
imperfect whole.
For statistical information in regard to the studies pursued,













First Term.—Cicero, French, Geometry, Chemistry.
Second Term.—Cicero, French, Geometry, Chemistry.
Third Term.—Cicero, French, Astronomy, Chemistry.
Fourth Year.
First Term.—Virgil, French, History, Geology.
Second Term. Virgil, French, History, English Literature.




First Term. Algebra, General History, Botany begun.
Second Term. Algebra, General History, Physical Ge-
ography.
Third Term Algebra, General History, Physical Geogra-
phy, Botany completed.
Second Year.
First Term. Arithmetic, Physics, English Composition.
Second Term. Book-keeping, Physics, Civil Government.
Third Term. Book-keeping, English History, English Lan-
guage.
Third Year.
First Term. Geometry, Chemistry, Rhetoric.
Second Term. Geometry, Chemistry, English Literature.
Third Term. Astronomy, Chemistry, Commercial Arith-
metic.
One day of each week devoted to Penmanship, Drawing,








Caesar, Roman History and Geography, Greek, Grammar
and Reader, Anabasis, Physics, English Literature.
Third Year.
Cicero, Chemistry, French, Anabasis, Grecian History and
Geography, English Literature.
Fourth Year.
Virgil, Ovid, Homer, Geometry, French.
Latin and Greek Composition throughout the course.
Pupils in the four years' course will select three out of the
four studies prescribed for the third and fourth years, with the
exception that all must take Latin the third year.
The High School Committee may also make special ar_
rangements with pupils who, for good reason, desire to pur-
sue a limited number of studies.






















"For diligent application, good deportment and general im-
provement in all the studies pursued" :
YOUNG LADIES : First medal, Alice L. Brewster. Sec-
ond medal, Bina C. Sylvester.
YOUNG GENTLEMEN : First medal, William D. Wal.
dron. Second medal, Herbert B. Dow.
Third Year.
"For excellence in general scholarship" :
YOUNG LADIES : First Medal, Hattie A. Seavey, who
has also maintained the highest rank in mathematics during
this and previous years. Second medal, Emilie N. deRoche-
mont. Third medal, Lizzie M. Rand.
YOUNG GENTLEMEN : First medal, Edward E. Green.
Second medal, Robert D. Carter.
"For excellence in English Composition," (only young gen-
tlemen contend) Fred L. Martin.
Fourth Year.
"For excellence in general scholarship:"
YOUNG LADIES : First medal, Helen C. Pender. Sec-
ond medal, Alice A. Parker. Third medal, Carrie A. Drake,
who has also maintained the highest rank in Latin. .1.T.8
"For excellence in English composition," (only youug
ladies contend) Abbie W. Hickey.
"For excellence in geneial scholarship :"
YOUNG GENTLEMEN : First medal, Joseph T. Cun-




At the last Annual Meeting of the Portsmouth High School






Rev. Edw. A. Rand, Boston, Henry C. Barnabee, Boston,
E.J. Goodwin, Mrs. A. B. Wilson",








Charles A. Hazlett, Albert H. Sides,
Frank J. Philbrick, Miss Celia Blaisdell,
Samuel R. Gardner.



